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The process of detecting a face from a video in real time is essential in
applications such as human surveillance, human computer-interaction, and for further
face recognition research purposes. In this paper, the face detection algorithm is divided
into four stages namely, Video Database Acquisition (VDA), Frame Sequence Extraction
(FSE), Skin Region Detection (SRD), and K-Mean Face Segmentation (KFS). Initially,
the videos in MPEG format are converted to JPEG images depending on the user
specified frame rate (FSE phase). During this conversion, the face detection process
comprising of SRD and KFS phases runs on each of the images that are converted. The
skin regions are detected in the images, which act as the input for the K-Mean Face
Segmentation phase. The skin region clusters thus obtained are classified as face clusters
depending on a threshold value. This algorithm was tested on 18 videos, which were
acquired by the SONY DCR TRV-80 camera in the VDA phase, regardless of age,
gender, size, race, and skin tones. Furthermore, the varying illumination conditions such
as bright sunlight, sufficient light, and dim light conditions, and different orientations of
the individuals in the videos were gracefully handled by the system. The time taken to
detect and store the normalized faces was comparable to the length of the video and in
some cases it was even less. Thus, this system works in True Real Time (TRT).

V
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INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW
In an era of computers, where time and precision are major issues, automation of
all the known manual processes is no longer a difficult task; however, there are some
areas in human study that have not been fully comprehended. Automation of such a
process or phenomenon is complex and primeval. One such task is facial recognition. In a
BBC news column, 13 December 2004, Iain Hutchinson has stated, "Face recognition is a
very puzzling and complex process" - this is intuitively applicable to the automatic
recognition of a face. Further, in the article, the researcher's study showed that the brain
initially assesses the characteristics, or the physical aspects, of the face and then
categorizes it as either known or unknown. If the brain recognizes it as a known face, it
tries t o a ssociate a n ame w ith i t - a n euroscience p erspective o f f ace r ecognition. T he
automation of the above process is on going, and there have been several notable works
that have demonstrated a successful recognition rate. Face recognition finds many
applications like human surveillance, authentication, and establishing an interface
between computers and humans.
Face Recognition in layman's terms is the visual perception of familiar faces. It
can also be stated as biometric identification by scanning a person's face and matching it
against a library of known faces (Hyper Dictionary 2004). It also encompasses a wide
range of sciences: Image Processing, Computer Graphics, Artificial Intelligence,
Computer Vision, and so forth.
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BACKGROUND

IMAGE

PROCESSING

An image in the "real world" is considered to be a function of two real variables.
For example, a (x, y) with a, as the amplitude (e.g., brightness) of the image at the real
coordinate position (x, y). An image may be considered to contain sub-images sometimes
referred to as regions-of-interest

(ROIs), or simply regions (Young et al. 2004). In a

sophisticated image processing system, image-processing operations such as erosion,
dilation, and color rendition could be applied to different regions of the same image.
Image processing is the manipulation of the image, which is performed by computer
systems that adhere to step-by-step procedures or algorithms (Hyper Dictionary 2004).
Based on the speed requirements, the algorithms such as convolution, edge detection, and
contrast enhancement can be hardware based or software based.
Image processing finds use in the field of computer vision and image recognition,
of which face recognition is a part.

COMPUTER

GRAPHICS

Computer Graphics is the creation, transformation, display, and the storage of
artificial images or virtual scenes (Hyper Dictionary 2004). By utilizing and simulating
these one can gain a better understanding of the real-world information, and hence, it can
be applied to face recognition.

ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the "the branch of computer science that deal with
writing computer programs that can solve problems creatively; 'workers in AI hope to
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imitate or duplicate intelligence in computers and robots'" (Hyper Dictionary 2004). To
imitate human vision is one of the research goals in this field. The most challenging, and
almost impossible, task of AI is to find 'Universal Vision'. An analogy in chemistry
would be to find a 'Universal Solvent', a solvent that can dissolve any/all solute. The
challenge of imitating human vision is so vast that a new field evolved from this point,
called Computer Vision.
Another field that is closely related to or, rather, merging with AI is Neural
Networking (NN) (Honavar and Uhr 1994). Neural Networks are based on the parallel
architecture of animal brains. They usually consist of processing elements that are highly
interconnected with the simple messages that pass through them.

COMPUTER VISION
Computer Vision is sometimes seen as an enterprise that uses statistical methods to
disentangle data using models constructed with the aid of geometry, physics, and learning
theory (Forsyth and Ponce 2002). It deals with the processing of images in the real world.
The essence is to understand the 3D world by using only 2D information in the form of
pictures, images, or video sequences.
Images can be acquired by means of a digital camera, hyper spectral camera (Pan et
al. 2003), flatbed scanners, and video capture devices. Analog cameras, digital cameras
or laser scans can be employed to capture images using Digital CCD Color Microscope
Camera, QIMAGING RGB Color Slider, etc. Spectral response, sensitivity, speed, noise,
bit depth (Signal to Noise Ratio) are some factors that influence the use of a camera
(Vaytek Inc. 2005). Color cameras create color images in four different ways:

•

With a mechanical color filter wheel
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•

With an electronic filter (e.g., acousto-optic)

•

By masking a chip and using a Bayer filter

•

Using three separate chips, one for each red, green, and blue channel.

Digital cameras are preferred due to their low cost, ease o f handling, availability, and
analysis. The features of the camera that is currently used for this research will be
described in later chapters.
Since the study of images is nondestructive and cheap, it finds a major use in the
field of computer vision. It has also brought about a revolution in the areas of object
recognition, scene reconstruction and picture understanding. The applications of
computer vision are myriad, and face recognition is one among them.
The research works in face recognition dates back to the late 1960s, from where
it evolved and diversified. This may be one of the reasons that computer vision is not a
separate field of study, but a medley of different fields. The major ones have been
described earlier.
RESEARCH

PROCESS

The research idea evolved from student-faculty interaction. Due to similar goal
orientation and interest in the subject area the collection of literature to review was
definitely easier. The amount of time spent reviewing the literature was relatively large so
as to have a good background of the domain, to study the existing methods, and
improvise them according to the set of goals of the thesis research. In addition to
summarization of articles during the literature review, many of the concepts were
implemented and evaluated for appropriateness of thesis. Therefore, the length of time
spent both writing the thesis and experimenting was almost equal, providing continuity to

both. For the ideas to sink in, to experiment, and to analyze the success or failures
through the learning and implementation process, it was easier to collate all the
information and summarize in the end.
TERMINOLOGIES
Specular reflection:
A sharply defined beam resulting from reflection off a smooth surface (Wolfram
Science World 2005).
Diffuse Reflection:
Reflection from a rough surface in which a collimated beam emerges in all
directions (Wolfram Science World 2005).
Euclidian Distance:
The distance between two points is the length of the path connecting them. In the
U-i-yi)
plane, the distance between points

and

is given by the Pythagorean

theorem,
d = \/(x-> - xi}~ — {]j2 - yi}2 .
[Xi.tji- Cj)
In Euclidean three-space, the distance between points
x-j, jr/'j, z-j t
,
n
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~
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In general, the distance between points x and y in a Euclidean space ! n is given by

d = Ix - y:

\

E

2005).
Manhattan Distance:

J

•
or

r
VTotal[(d1-d2)2]

(Wolfram Math World
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The distance between two points measured along axes at right angles. In a plane
with pi at (xi, yi) and p2 at (x2, y2), it is |xj - x 2 | + |yi - y2|. (NIST Gov. 2005)

Histogram Equalization:

Histogram equalization is one of the most important part of the software for any
image processing. It improves contrast and the goal of histogram equalization is to obtain
a uniform histogram. This technique can be used on a whole image or just on a part of an
image.

Histogram equalization will not "flatten" a histogram. It redistributes intensity
distributions. If the histogram of any image has many peaks and valleys, it will still have
peaks and valley after equalization, but peaks and valley will be shifted. Because of the
shift, "spreading" is a better term than "flattening" to describe histogram equalization.

Because histogram equalization is a point process, new intensities will not be
introduced into the image. Existing values will be mapped to new values but the actual
number of intensities in the resulting image will be equal or less than the original number
of intensities. The operations are compute histogram, calculate normalized sum of
histogram, and transform input image to output image (Netnam 2005).

Boot Strapping:

They are processes whereby a complex system emerges by starting simply and, bit by
bit, developing more complex capabilities on top of the simpler ones (Wikipedia 2005).
Back Propagation:
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A supervised learning method in which an output error signal is fed back through
the network altering connection weights so as to minimize that error (Google Definition
2005).

Translation:
The translation Pi of a set of pixels P by a position vector i is defined by
Pi = {p + i | p belongs to P}.
HSV color Space:

The hue saturation value (HSV) model defines a color space in terms of three constituent
components:

HSV color space as a color wheel

•

Hue, the color type (such as red, blue, or yellow):
o

•

Ranges from 0-360 (but normalized to 0-100% in some applications)

Saturation, the "vibrancy" of the color:
o

Ranges from 0-100%

o

Also called the "purity" by analogy to the colorimetric quantities
excitation purity and colorimeric purity
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o

The lower the saturation of a color, the more "grayness" is present and the
more faded the color will appear, thus useful to define desaturation as the
qualitative inverse of saturation

•

Value, the brightness of the color:
o

Ranges from 0-100%

Alvy Ray Smith created the HSV model in 1978. It is a nonlinear transformation
of the RGB color space, and may be used in color progressions (Answers.com 2005).
RGB color space:
An RGB color space is any additive color space based on the RGB color model.
RGB is shorthand for Red, Green, and Blue.
YUV Color Model (Simon Fraser University 2005):

•

Y (luminance) is the CIE Y primary.

Y = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B

•

Chrominance is defined as the difference between a color and a reference white at
the same luminance. It can be represented by U and V — the color differences.

U =B - Y
V =R

o

Y

If b/w image, then U = V = 0. — > No chrominance!

U = 0.492 (B - Y)
V = 0.877 (R Y)
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YCbCr Color Model (Simon Fraser University 2005):
The YCbCr model is closely related to the YUV, it is a scaled and shifted YUV.
Cb = ( B - Y ) / 1.772+ 0.5
Cr = ( R - Y ) / 1.402 + 0.5

The chrominance values in YCbCr are always in the range of 0 to 1. YCbCr is
used in JPEG and MPEG.

YIQ Color Model (Simon Fraser University 2005):
YIQ is used in NTSC color TV broadcasting; it is downward compatible with B/W TV
where only Y is used. Although U and V nicely define the color differences, they do not
align with the desired human perceptual color sensitivities. In NTSC, I and Q are used
instead. I is the orange-blue axis, Q is the purple-green axis. I and Q axes are scaled and
rotated R Y and B - Y (by 33 degrees clockwise).

I = 0.877(R Y) cos 33 0.492(B - Y) sin 33
Q = 0.877(R - Y) sin 33 + 0.492(B Y) cos 33

Namely,

I = 0.736(R - Y) - 0.268(B - Y) = 0.596R - 0.275G - 0.321B
Q - 0.478(R - Y) + 0.413(B - Y) = 0.212R - 0.523G + 0.31 IB

The YIQ transform:
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Y "
I
Q.

—

0.114 '
" 0.299
0.587
0.596 -0.275 -0.321
0.212 -0.523
0.311

Eye is most sensitive to Y, next to I, next to Q.

"

R '
G
B
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
FACE

RECOGNITION
Face recognition has been studied since the late 1960's and tremendous progress

has been made in the past decade. It has been an active area of research and studies not
only in the discipline of computer science but in other domains as well, such as
Psychology and Neuroscience.
From the psychological research viewpoint, it is an attempt to understand the
human visual system that converts retinal images of faces into mental representations that
can be used to recognize faces (O'Toole et al. 2000). For example, when one sees a
person, one may look at his/her eyes, and the general shape of the face. Sometimes one
remembers the sentences spoken by him/her and the overall shape of the person, if there
is an opportunity to look at the individual from a distance. Faces often are better
registered when the eyebrows are thicker. Sometimes lip movement, hairstyle, and the
expressions of the individual make quite an impression as well. One tends to forget the
previous person they met when the contact is quick and casual. Also, one remembers a
person better when one looks intently at that person, with background being unchanged.
A person's position in the given background may also affect one's remembrance power.
The color of the skin does not usually matter, especially if the two people have a similar
skin-color. Wearing spectacles can make it a little difficult to capture the entire eye
feature, but it can also be a part of the mental description of that person. If the spectacles
are removed, one may not be able to identify them. Thus, the upper most part of the face,
where there is more eye contact, is more easily remembered. If the person is closer, most
of the features on their face can be remembered such as the eyes, mouth, eyebrows, and
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shape of the ears, eyeballs, color of the lips, size of eyes, nose, and the shadow formed by
the stooping of the lips.
The results of such an analysis will influence the credibility issues in eyewitness
identification (description of suspects, criminals, terrorists, and missing children) for the
purposes of recognizing a face for later period of time. Ultimately, face recognition will
be greatly beneficial when the whole process is automated. It then, spreads into the
domain of computer science, where the automation of face recognition is made possible
by executing one or more algorithms that may be initially tested with certain assumptions
or preconditions on a well-defined set of test cases. The successful outcome can be
extended to real-time scenarios like automatic vigilance systems, security verification
systems, surveillance systems, and automated databases that can be searched by
descriptions in the form of queries or statistical information.
The computational process of recognizing a face can be studied in a series of steps
and approached in a methodical manner. As discussed earlier, images to be studied can be
acquired by means of a camera, which is cheap, not harmful, and the pictures from it can
be preserved. Cameras can capture uncompressed static images, compressed static images
or moving images (videos). A 1 arge amount o f research work o n face recognition has
been based on some standard databases like the FERET, Yale, Harvard, AT&T (Olivetti),
Purdue AR, M2VTS, UMIST, ORL, and CVL databases. A brief description of some of
the databases follows.
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DATABASES

FERET
The FERET image corpus was assembled to support government monitored
testing and evaluation of face recognition algorithms using standardized tests and
procedures. The recent corpus consists of 14051 eight-bit grayscale images of human
heads with views r anging from frontal to left and right profiles. A previous collection
provided to academic and industrial ranges from 1998 through to February 2001 and held
just 3,737 images (Google 2005, FERET 2003).
The FERET database contains images taken on the same day under the same
lighting conditions.

Yale Database
The Yale Face Database (size 6.4MB) contains 165 grayscale images in GIF
format of 15 individuals. There are 11 images for each subject, one per different facial
expression or configuration: center-light, with glasses, happy, left light, without glasses,
normal, right-light, sad, sleepy, surprised, and wink (Google 2005).

Purdue AR Database
Aleix Martinez and Robert Benavente in the Computer Vision Center (CVC) at
U.A.B created this face database. It contains over 4,000 color images corresponding to
126 people's faces (70 men and 56 women). Images feature a frontal view of the faces
with different expressions, illumination conditions, and occlusions (sun glasses and
scarves). The pictures were taken at the CVC under strictly controlled conditions. No
restrictions on wardrobe (clothes, glasses, etc.), make-up, hairstyle, etc. were imposed to
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participants. Each person participated in two sessions, separated by two weeks time. The
same pictures were taken in both sessions (Martinez 1998).

The University of Oulu Physics-Based Face Database
This database contains 125 different faces each in 16 different camera calibrations
and illumination conditions, and an additional 16 if the person has glasses. Faces in
frontal position were captured under horizon, incandescent, fluorescent and daylight
illuminants. The database includes 3 spectral reflectance of skin per person measured
from both cheeks and forehead. It also contains Red Green Blue (RGB) spectral response
of the camera used and the spectral power distribution of the illuminants (Google 2005).

XM2VTSDB
In this project a large multi-modal database was captured onto high quality digital
video. The XM2VTSDB contains four recordings of 295 subjects taken over a period of
four months. Each recording contains a speaking headshot and a rotating headshot. Sets
of data taken from this database are available as high quality color images, 32 khz 16-bit
sound files, video sequences and a 3D Model.
The database was acquired within the M2VTS project (Multi Modal
for Teleservices and Security applications),

Verification

a part of the European Union Advanced

Communication Technologies and Solutions (EU ACTS) program, which deals with
access control by using the multimodal identification of human faces. The goal of using a
multimodal recognition scheme is t o improve the recognition efficiency by combining
single modalities, namely face and voice features (Google 2005).
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University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology

(UMIST)

Database
The UMIST Face Database consists of 564 images of 20 people, each covering a
range of poses from profile to frontal views. The subjects range in race, gender, and
appearance. The files are all in portable gray map (PGM) format, approximately 220x220
pixels in 256 shades of gray (Google 2005).

CVL - Computer Vision Laboratory
Features (Google 2005):
•

114 persons

•

7 images for each person

•

Resolution: 640x480 pixels

•

Format: JPEG

•

Sony Digital Mavica under uniform illumination, no flash and with projection
screen in the background

•

Persons' age: mostly around 18 (pupils and some professors)

•

Persons' Gender: mostly male (around 90%)
It can be observed that the databases provide a wide range of test conditions.

Furthermore, the researcher can always have his/her own database for face recognition
analysis.
These databases serve two purposes in the process of face recognition. They can be
the training set, as well as, the gallery set. The training set can be used as a sample set to
train a neural network, or a template set for further analysis, or a set of geometrical values
that serve as threshold parameters. If the training set comprises of extreme cases, apart
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from images that are captured under normal circumstances, there will be a greater chance
of applying it to most of the real time situations. But the choice of training set may vary
from different application fields and its demands. The gallery (set) is generally a set of
images of known individuals/environments against which an algorithm attempts to
perform recognition (Phillips and Newton 2002). The images that comprise of unknown
individuals, where the algorithm attempts to recognize them and classify as unknown, is
the probe set.
PROCEDURES INVOLVED IN THE DETECTION/RECOGNITION

OF A FACE

Face recognition is achieved in a variety of ways and depending on the
environment/training or gallery set used. If the faces are taken in a plain background, and
all the faces are upright, frontal faces, with little deviation in orientation, the recognition
algorithms c an b e applied directly and further c lassification c an b e done b ased o n the
output of the algorithm. The focus is then on the recognition algorithm and classification
process, but the outcome of this application is bound to differ when applied to real time
scenarios, where there is a variety of backgrounds that have to be eliminated. In general,
when an image of a person is to be analyzed, the background has to be eliminated, thus
leaving only the face in the image. Then, the location of the face in the image is
determined. If there are multiple faces in the image, there should be a robust mechanism
that detects all the faces in the image. Once the face is detected, the features of the face
can be located or a statistical vector quantity can be calculated to provide some useful
information for the classification process. With this information, faces can be retrieved
from the database that closely matches the probe face. This process is called the
classification process whereby the faces are classified into the reject class or accept class.
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The face from the database that meets all the criterion of the probe image is the face that
is identified.
Another useful application of face recognition is tracking. Tracking can be done
when there is a video sequence containing the faces of subjects to be identified. Tracking
a face over a video sequence is challenging and more closely related to the real time
scenario of human surveillance. Recognition and tracking of a face have been researched
in many different ways.

Figure 1. The steps involved in face recognition (Tracking Excluded)

FACE DETECTION AND RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS - A BRIEF O VER VIEW
The face recognition algorithms can be feature-based recognition, skin color
based, template based, neural net based, statistical method based like Gaussian density
estimation, Hidden Markov Model, Eigen Vectors, Support Vector Machines, and Gabor
Wavelet. Some of the face recognition approaches are described below.
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NEURAL NETWORK BASED
Face detection and face recognition differs in the classes to be discriminated. Face
recognition differentiates between different faces, while face detection is concerned with
classifying the sample into two main streams viz. image containing face and image
containing n on-face. A neural n etwork c an p erform t his c lassification p roblem. Let u s
examine the feasibility of this method.
A small window of an image (20x20pixels) forms the input for a retinally
connected neural network, which is comprised of filters and an arbitrator. Preprocessing
of the image is performed in order to equalize the intensity values across the window.
Finally, the bootstrapping mechanism for training the network improves the overall
performance of the system by adding false detections into the training throughout the
process of classification. This mechanism is a great advantage because it is easier to
obtain a sample set of face images, but to acquire non-face images is anything but easy.
The non-face training set may g row in size and c an c ontribute to the reduction of the
speed and increase the complexity of the neural network.
Rowley, Baluja, and Kanade (1996, 1063-6919) have made use of the face
training images from the CMU and Harvard database, which are of various sizes,
intensity, position and orientation. The manual job of locating the eyes and center of
upper lip in each of the 1,050 faces is used to normalize each face to the same scale,
position and orientation. It may be a disadvantage when increasing the training set for
other applications. The normalization process of the face training set is described as
follows:
1. Image is rotated so that both the eyes appear on a horizontal line.
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2. The perpendicular distance from the center of the upper lip to the horizontal
line between the eyes is 12 pixels, which is achieved by scaling.
3. A 20x20 pixel region is extracted from the image so that the intersection of
the diagonals of this square region coincides with the point 1 pixel above the
point between the eyes and the upper lip.
In the training set, 15 face examples are generated from each original image, by
performing rotation, scaling, translation, and mirroring. Each 20x20 window in the set is
then preprocessed by applying lighting correction and histogram equalization. Lighting
correction is achieved by fitting a function that linearly varies across the window to those
intensity values in an oval region inside the window. This linear function will
approximate the o verall brightness o f each p art of the window, and c an b e s ubtracted
from the window to compensate for a variety of lighting conditions. The histogram
equalization is the nonlinear mapping of intensity values to expand the range of
intensities in the window. The histogram computation for pixels inside an oval region, in
the window, compensates for difference in the camera input gains to increase the contrast
in some cases.
As for the non-face training set, any image can serve the purpose, but to find a small,
yet "representative" set of non-faces is difficult (Rowley et al. 1996). The bootstrapping
algorithm from Sung and Poggio (1994) solves this problem.
1. Some images of the non-face training set are collected even before the training
starts; say 1000 images with random pixel intensities.
2. Preprocessing steps are applied.
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3. Neural network is trained to produce an output of one for a face image and
negative one for a non-face image. The training algorithm is a standard back
propagation algorithm. On the first iteration of this loop, the network's weights
are initially random. After the first iteration, the weights computed by the training
in the previous iteration are used as the starting point for training.
4. This system is run on an image that does not contain any face and then the sub
images that are incorrectly identified as face are collected.
5. A set of such images is selected at random and the preprocessing step is applied to
the set. They are then added to the training set as negative examples. Then this
process is repeated from step 3.
The detection of the face anywhere in the input image (20x20 pixel window) filter is
applied at every location in the image. To detect faces larger than the window size, the
input image is repeatedly sub-sampled by a factor of 1.2, and the filter is applied at each
scale. Once the image is preprocessed, then it is passed through a neural network. This
particular network consists of three types of hidden units with receptive fields. There are
four that examine 10x10 pixel sub regions, 16 that look at 5x5 pixel sub regions, and 6
that look at overlapping 20x5 pixel horizontal stripes of sub regions. The hidden units can
be chosen in any form suitable and can also b e replicated. The output that each filter
generates is a value from [-1,1] that denotes the absence or presence of face, respectively,
and is sent to the arbitrator(s). The diagrammatic flow of process is illustrated below:
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figure 2 : The basic algorithm i K d for fact detection

Figure 2: The Basic algorithm used for face detection [Cited from Rowley 1996]
Sometimes real faces are detected at multiple nearby positions and scales, whereas
the false detection appears only at single location. Therefore, a minimum threshold on the
number of detections will eliminate the number of false detections. Furthermore, the
faces do not always overlap in the images. If a single detection overlaps with another,
then the one with lower confidence can be removed. While training a network with nonface images, the negative examples and the weights associated may be different for
different network. Hence multiple networks can be used, and the output of those sent to
an arbitrator will determine the presence or absence of face more accurately.
The heuristics that are used in the arbitration of multiple networks are voting,
ANDing, and ORing. A distance parameter indicates how close the detections from
individual networks are with each other. If it is zero, it means that the detections from all
the networks concur at precisely the same location and scale. Voting requires two out of
three networks to detect a face. AND requires two out of two, and OR requires one out of
two of the networks for the arbitrator to make the decision.
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This approach is a computationally intensive and hence an expensive process. The
system does not function in real-time because of the number of windows that must be
classified.

STATISTICAL

TECHNIQUES

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based
A HMM is used to represent a random sequence that consists of successive outcomes
of a finite-state stochastic process. It is efficient when
1. The probability of the current state given all past states is only dependant on the
past r states, hence, the process is called r th -order Markovian process.
P [qt | qt_i, qt-2, . . q t - r , . •

qo] = P [qt I qt-i, qt-2, • • qt-r]

(1)

where t is the time index.
2. The state transition itself is a stationary process, i.e.:
P [qt | qt-i, qt-2, • • qt-r] = P [qt- I qt'-i, qr-2, • • qf-r]

(2)

for all possible values of t and t'.
3. The outcomes are statistically independent, i.e.:
P[O|Q]=nt=0T-1P[ot|qt]

(3)

Implicitly, each state is assumed to be stationary. The term time indicates the
progressive dimension of the sequence, without loss of generality.
There are mainly four types of HMM's in face recognition (FR) which are stated
below:
1. Luminance-based 1D-HMM
2. DCT based 1D-HMM
3. 2D Pseudo HMM (2D-PHMM)
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4. Low Complexity 2D HMM (LC 2D-HMM)
The first order ID HMM scans an image of a human face from top to bottom forming
a ID observation sequence that is composed of vectors that represent consecutive
horizontal strips, and where each vector contains the luminance of set of pixels of the
associated strip (Samaria 1995). There is a complexity reduction through partial spectral
processing, where only the DC and low-frequency bands are considered. The extraction
of spectral features of each horizontal strip through the decorrelation and power
compaction of normal images, has been achieved by the two-dimensional Discrete Cosine
Transform (2D DCT) (Othman and Aboulnasr 2000).
The low complexity 2D HMM, described in (Othman and Aboulnasr 2000) scans an
image from left to right and from top to bottom by 8x8 pixel blocks. Each block
undergoes a spectral transformation as described in the 2D DCT HMM. The advantage of
lower complexity is sacrificed for lower accuracy.
Hence, the hybrid HMM FR comprising of LC 2D HMM FR and ID HMM FR was
developed by Othman and Aboulnar to recognize a frontal face while permitting facial
expressions, some tilt, and common changes like removing glasses, or closing eyes. First,
the LC 2D HMM module outputs a list of candidates, which forms the input set for the
ID HMM module. The ratio of the list size to the total database size, referred to as rerecognition depth, or simply depth, is the parameter that controls the system performance
and complexity (Othman and Aboulnasr 2000). The database search can take place on the
same machine/same network (local), or a different network (remote).
A HMM model is trained to identify each person only once with proper linkage to
the image database that is locally stored. The HMM can be updated each time the
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database changes. Upon query, the LC 2D HMM module produces a candidate list based
on ranking the posterior probability, P (A,|OQ), then the ID HMM module searches the list
as a MAP recognizer according to
r = arg m a x P (?W|OQ)

(4)

where, X\ belongs to Candiate list, r is the index of the recognized subject and OQ
is the query image.
The remote database mode differs with the local database mode, in which case,
the recognizer h a s access t o the query subject, but h a s n o prior information about the
remote database. The block diagrams of both the processes are as shown below in
Figure3 and Figure 4. Further, Othman and Aboulnar have discussed the complexity of
the hybrid HMM.

Fig 3. Block Diagram of hybrid HMM FR, local database search mode (Cited
from Othman and Aboulnasr 2000)
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Fig 4. Block Diagram of hybrid HMM FR, remote database search mode (Cited
from Othman and Aboulnasr 2000)
This method is highly computationally intensive when compared to other methods of face
recognition.
Gabor Wavelet Mechanism
In a given image sequence, the region of the face and the approximate location of
individual face features are detected. Fifteen parameters that describe shape, motion, eyestate, motion of brow and cheek, and furrows in the upper face are grouped for further
processing as shown (Tian et al. 2002). All these parameters are geometrically
normalized to compensate for image scale and in-plane head motion based on the two
inner corners of the eyes (Tian et al. 2002).
Gabor wavelets are used to extract the facial appearance changes as a set of multiscale and multi-orientation coefficients and the Gabor filters are applied selectively on
the faces in (Tian et al. 2002).
The response image of the Gabor filter is given b y the correlation of the input
image I (x), with the Gabor Kernel P k (x)
a k (x 0 ) = l i l ( x ) P k ( x - x 0 ) d x

(5)

where the Gabor filter Pk (x) can be formulated (Daugmen 1988):
Pk (x) = (k2 / a 2 ) exp (- k 2 x 2 / 2a 2 ) (exp (ikx)-exp (-a 2 /2))

(6)

where k is the characteristic wave vector.
Tian, Kanade, and Cohn (1988) have calculated 800 Gabor wavelet coefficients,
in 20 locations, that are automatically defined on the geometric features in the upper face
(Figure 5).
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Fig 5. Upper face locations for Gabor coefficient calculations (Cited from Daugmen

1988)
When CT = FI, five spatial frequencies with wave numbers kj = (fl/2, n/4, n/8,
FI/16, n/32), and 8 orientations from 0 to n differing by n / 8 are obtained.
This method is highly complex because Pk (x) is complex and nearly 40 Gabor
wavelet coefficients have to be computed. This makes it highly computationally
expensive.
PCA and Eigen Vector based Techniques
The feature selection from an image is an important task. Some of the features
may be more informative than the rest of the features, so the others may be ignored. But,
in Principal Component Analysis (PCA), the new features are linear functions of the old
features. A set of data points is taken and a lower dimensional linear subspace is
constructed in order to observe the variation of the data points from their mean. This
method, also called the Karhunen-Loeve transform, is a classical statistical pattern
recognition method.
Let a set of n feature vectors be represented as Xj (i = 1... n) in Rd. The mean of
these feature vectors is p., and their covariance is X. The mean is used as the origin and
the offsets from the mean are (x,- p).
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The PCA's features are linear combinations of the original features; it is natural to
consider the projection of these offsets onto various different directions. A unit vector v
represents a direction in the original feature space; let this direction be a new feature v
(x). The value of u on the ith data point is given by v(x) = vT(xj- |i). A good feature
captures the variance of the original dataset as much as possible. When v has zero mean,
then the variance of v is
V a r (v) = (1/ n-1) I i = 1 n v (x,) v ( X l ) T

(7)

= v T Zv
Now, v T I v is maximized subject to a constraint that vTv = 1. This is an eigen
value problem where the eigen vector of E corresponding to the largest eigen value is the
solution. If the data is projected onto a space perpendicular to this eigen vector, a
collection of d -1 dimensional vectors is obtained. The highest variance feature for this
collection would be the eigen vector of Z with second largest eigen value and so on.
The eigenvectors of E (vi, vi, V3... Vd), where the order is given by the size of the
eigenvalue and vi has the largest eigenvalue, are given a set of features with the following
properties:
1. They are independent (eigenvectors are orthogonal).
2. Projection onto the basis {vi, V2, V3... Vd} gives the k-dimensional features that
preserves the most variance.
Finding faces typically involves either:
1. Feature Based Matching
2. Template Matching
The recognition algorithm is divided into the following steps:

Off-line:
1. Collect a set of pictures of m persons reflecting variations in expression, pose, and
lightning.
2. Compute the eigenfaces u; (i = 1... p).
3. For each person in the database, calculate the corresponding representative vector
wj (j = 1... m) in the subspace V p spanned by the eigenfaces.
On-line:
4. Compute the projection w of any new image t onto V p .
5. If the distance d = |t-w| is greater than some preset threshold C], classify the
image as "non-face".
6. Otherwise, if the minimum distance dk = |t-Wk| between the projection of the new
image, and the known face representative is smaller than the preset threshold C2,
and then classify the image as "person number k".
7. In the remaining case (d < Gi and dk > €2), classify the image as "unknown
person", and (optional) add the new image to the database and recompute the
eigenfaces, which is optional.
Support Vector Machines
'Support Vector Machines' (SVM) is an emerging technology, which has found a
place in the recent works on face recognition. Students from Korean University and
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore have discussed SVMs on similar lines
with a few differences in their approach, apart from the database used. The SVM method
appears to be computationally expensive, mainly because the input requires to be mapped
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on a high dimensional space. This classification process's running time is independent of
the computation of face vectors.
Xi, P odolak, and Lee (2002) have d emonstrated their c omponent b ased feature
extraction method using an algorithm to search the eye and mouth candidates in a
wavelet-based approach. Later, the geometry of the face is defined in the fuzzy logic term
that helps in predicting the location of the nose and nose-bridge. This helps in reducing
the area to be searched. The obtained face geometry is then used in the computation of
the face vector.
In the component-based feature extraction, the use of a sliding window to scan the
entire image may be a slow process. Hence, the wavelet mechanism, called the multiresolution wavelet, is used to decompose a face image into sub-images. The Bookstein
coordinates, also known as the two-point shape coordinates, have been modified to suit
the need of locating the eyes and mouth in conjunction with the multi-resolution wavelet
mechanism. In the Bookstein's shape coordinates system, the first landmark is fixed at
(0,0) a nd t he s econd 1 andmark i s t aken t o b e a t ( l , 0 ) i n a C artesian c oordinate (Suny
Stony Brook Glossary 2005). It is evident that it is independent of scale. The origin is set
to the center of the left eye and the distance between the left and right eye is set to unity
(Xi et al. 2002). The coordinate of the right eye is thus (1, yre).
When the actual coordinates are (xie, yie) and (xrc, yre), then the corresponding
coordinates change to (0,0) and (1, (y re - yie) / (x re -xi e )) with respect to the face coordinate
system. The usefulness of this coordinate system is fully realized when the image size is
changed. The face shape coordinates remain unchanged even when image size is

changed. The image decomposition is based on the frequency information at different
locations on different scales, as stated by Xi, Podolak, and Lee (2002).
The first step is to create a training model by acquiring N images and hand
marking features to be extracted. Five facial components are used in this process namely,
eyebrows (two), eyes (two) and mouth. The mean shape is computed by calculating the
mean of each componential center and all the feature points for each component. This
face model contains the mean face and rectangle area of each component, which will be
used to search for the locations of the eyes and mouth, based on the algorithm illustrated
by Xi, Podolak, Lee (2002).

Figure 6. The multi resolution wavelet approach to determine the location of eyes and
mouth. (Cited from Xi et al. 2002)
Once the features are extracted based on the predictions of the statistical wavelet
mechanism, the face geometry is defined in fuzzy terms and represented as the face
vectors. Then faces are recognized using the trained SVMs, the functioning of which will
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be explained below briefly. The positive values are compared and the highest value is
recognized as the image to be identified.
On the other hand, Guo, Li, and Chan (2000) compute the eigenface values for all
the images in the database, which are upright frontal faces with little deviation in
orientation and against the same background. The eigenface values are used by the SVMs
to recognize faces in the image. The classification process in both the methods is nearly
the s ame e xcept t hat G uo, Li, a nd C han h ave extended 2 -class c lassification t o r n ulticlass c lassification. T he difference w ill b e i llustrated a fter t he b rief o verview o f S VM
described by Vapnik, synthesized from the works of (Xi et al. 2002) and (Guo et al.
2000).

The State Vector Machine, as described in both the works, is based on Vapnik's
"structural risk minimization (SRM)" principle, which aims to minimize the upper bound
on the generalization error. I n other words, SRM seeks to minimize the distance from
either class to the hyperplane called the Optimal Separating HyperPlane (OSH), which
ultimately minimizes the risk of misclassifying the examples in the training set and the
test cases.
Consider the example, {(xj, y;)} ;=iL, x; g R, y; g {-1, +1}, where the aim of the
algorithm is to maximize the margin of error which is nothing but the perpendicular
distance from the hyperplane w: x.w + b = 0 from the nearest positive example plus the
distance from the nearest negative example. To obtain a better generalization from a
hyperplane with maximized margin, |w| is minimized subject to a set of constraints
yi (x;. w + b) - 1 > 0, i = 1,..., L

(8)
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Here, a distance of at least 1 from the separating hyperplane classifies each
example. It is performed by expressing in terms of LaGrange multipliers a;, which has to
be minimized
L P = >/2 |w|2 - 1

L
i=1

en (xi. w + b) + X i=iL ai

(9)

is subject to constraints (1). Minimization of LP can be now expressed as the dual
problem, which is the maximization of
L D = Z i = i L a 1 + 54 Zi=i L Xj=i L Oi aj y; yj x,. Xj

(10)

subject to constraint X otj y; = 0 and a, > 0. Here each aj represents a data point, the
support vectors, lying on the margin border.
In the case where the training data are not linearly separable, the mapping of input
space to a high dimensional space is required. Guo, Li, and Chan (2000) have introduced
the slack variables for the same. The constraints are modified accordingly.
A kernel function K(a, b), is a positive symmetric function which is a scalar
product in the feature space is used in the substitution of the dot product in (10) which
yields
LD = 11=1L di + y2 X i=iLX j=iL Oi (*J yi yj K (xi, xj)

(11)

The solution to the classification is given by the sign of the function given by the
equation
f(x) = Zi= 1 N s v a 1 y,K(s„x) + b

(12)

where Sj are the support vectors (Nsv in total) with non-zero LaGrange
multipliers. If the face vector is positively recognized, then the one with the highest
margin of error is selected and the person with the most detection is considered to be
recognized in the image. Guo, Li, and Chan (2000) extend the idea of two-class pattern
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recognition to multi-class pattern recognition where pairs of class SVMs are combined in
the bottom-up binary tree fashion. The comparison takes place between two SVMs and
the one with higher value is chosen for the next level of c omparison until the highest
value remains (see figure 7).
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Figure 7. The eight classes for face recognition encoded from 1-8 represented in the form
of binary tree. (Cited from Guo et al. 2000)
Guo, Li, and Chan (2000) have considered the ORL face database to illustrate the
idea of multi-class binary SVM and its efficiency over the eigenfaces. Since then, the
database has been made larger with a potpourri of various other databases like the Bern,
Yale, Harvard databases among others. The experimental results of Xi, Podolok, and Lee
(2000), who have worked on component based feature extraction and application of SVM
for classification, have shown that their approach is better than the whole image process.
Finally, it has to be remembered that the tests have been carried out with the
databases t hat have s imilar b ackground and t he orientation o f p eople d o n ot v ary t hat
much.
Conclusion on SVM Method:
The component-based method is limited by the fact that the training set must be
larger to provide better results. The SVM for classification alone, seems to be a
computationally expensive process. The methods may not be suitable for a real time
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environment where the background may be different for every image and there must be a
suitable way in which they need to be eliminated. The use of Bookstein's shape
coordinate in the feature extraction gives some useful insight.
Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis
R. Chellappa and K. Etemad (1997) have made use of the Linear Discriminant as
a measure of distance in feature extraction and face-identification process. The high
dimensional data are projected on to a line, and a small set of features are obtained
through the eigen vector analysis of scatter matrices that carry the most relevant
information for classification process. The projection maximizes the distance between the
means of two classes while maximizing the variance within each class. Variance is a
measure of how spread out a distribution is. It can be computed as the average square
deviation of each number from its mean. The Fisher's Linear Discriminant J(w) is given
by
|mi - m 2 |
J(w)=

(13)
S, 2 + S 2 2

where, mi and rrb are the means of the two classes (say, the test class and the
gallery/training/sample class) and Si 2 and S 2 2 are the unbiased estimate/variance of the
two classes.
Each projection creates a decision axis with a certain level of discrimination
power or reliability. Soft decisions are made based on each of the projections that are
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combined, and either a probabilistic or evidential approach is used to the multisource data
analysis, which provides more reliable recognition results (Etemad and Chellappa 1997).
In the article titled "Face Recognition using Kernel Based Fisher Discriminant
Analysis", there is a brief overview of some of the existing statistical methods in face
recognition and their limitations followed by the qualitative analysis of Kernel-based
Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA).

The database used is one of, or a

combination of, the Harvard, Yale, FERET, and Olivetti Research Laboratory databases.
In FLDA and Principal Component Analysis (PCA), the input data is projected on
to a low dimensional space by means of a linear transform. In FLDA, the projectors are
aimed to maximize the between class scatter and to minimize the within-class scatter
whereas PCA seeks to maximize the total scatter across all the classes. PCA is suggested
to b e optimal for representation and reconstruction, but not for discriminant purposes.
This may be the reason as to why FLDA performs better than linear PCA, especially
when there is a variation in illumination (Liu et al. 2002). On the other hand, Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) for face recognition separates the higher-order moments of
the input along with the second order moments used in linear PCA. But, it has been found
that the performance of ICA and linear PCA is the same on the FERET database.
In order to achieve better recognition rates, the Kernel based approach was incorporated
into some of the existing methods. The basic idea is to project the input data into an
implicit space called the feature space, using the nonlinear kernel mapping. This
technique was first used in Support Vector Machines (SVM). The SVM is based on the
"Structural Risk Minimization (SRM)" principle, which seeks to minimize the distance
from different classes to the hyperplane, also called the Optimal Separating HyperPlane
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(OSH), which ultimately minimizes the risk of misclassifying the examples in the
training set and the test cases. SVM is sensitive to extreme values, which is undesirable.
The Kernel PCA combines the kernel mechanism with PCA to obtain non-linear principal
components in the feature space. But the existing limitation of finding the overall
variance o f all p atterns has n ot b een eliminated. H ence, t he application o f t he k ernel
process to FDA was analyzed. It has been shown that Kernel-based Fisher Linear
Discriminant Analysis has a higher recognition rate than that of Kernel PCA and FLDA.

FEA TURE-BASED MA TCHING
In this approach, facial features such as nose, lips, eyes, etc. are extracted and
matched using their geometric parameters (height and width) and relationship (relative
position) (Brunelli and Poggio 1993).
Some of the features of the face namely, the location of the meeting point of the
upper and lower eyelids at the outer extreme of both the eyes and the nostril of the nose
are determined based on the symmetry of the face and the ability to locate the horizontal
and vertical peaks on the face that correspond to the features on the face. These feature
points are rigid with respect to body motion. It is important to note that the illumination
has been well controlled and is sufficient to make the features appear darker than the rest
of the image when converted to a binary scale as shown below.
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Fig8 (a) Projection Map (Cited from Wu et al.) Fig8 (b) Results (Cited from Wu et al.)
To locate the face region, the hair regions that appear darker are identified
initially and then the region that has similar color consistency below this region is
observed as the face region. The symmetry of the face is useful in locating the central
peak of the vertical projection which is the line passing through the nose and the mouth.
With this the left and the right peak of the eyes are located. With respect to the horizontal
projection, the first peak is estimated to occur at the beginning of the face region,
followed by the peak at the eyebrows and only then, the vertical line at the eyes followed
by the two lines for the nose. The intersection of the vertical and horizontal lines is taken
as the feature points. The later part of this experiment is not of interest to us. It is to be
noted that the test set is very limited to 6 students. It has been suggested that better results
are possible with better face finding algorithm (Wu et al.).

TEMP LA TE MA TCHING
In this approach, the brightness patterns of two face images are directly compared
(Brunelli and Poggio 1993).
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SKIN COLOR - BASED
The sensitivity to illumination conditions under which an input image is captured
plays an important role in the skin-color detection algorithms. This has adverse effect on
the face detection results.
This paper (Kova'c et al.) discussed the color compensation and color constancy
methods and the results of their implementation to detect faces. This basically eliminates
the non-standard illumination from images. The results were found to have positive
influence on face detection results.
Face detection can be approached in many ways depending on its application,
complexity, efficiency and response time, such a s model-based, f eature-based, texturebased, color-based and so on.
The basic idea behind the Installation "15 Seconds of Fame" (Solina et al. 2002)
as discussed briefly is to obtain the skin color pixels from an image, segment them into
regions and the unsuitable ones are eliminated based on geometric properties of the face.
The purpose of this paper to study methods for eliminating the influence of non-standard
illumination such as camera flashlight, incandescent, neon light conditions...will further
help in improving the results of color-based face detection algorithm.
There are three major types of color compensation methods described here that
are effective when illumination is close to standard illumination so that the colors may be
leveled with respect to some statistical quantity. The complexity is of O(n). They are the
Grey World (GW), Modified Grey World and the White-Patch Retinex methods.
The GW algorithm is based on the assumption that the average of the colors
reflected from the surface corresponds to the color of illumination (source). The average
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of all the R-values in the entire image is obtained and it similarly repeated for G and B
values. They are then transformed to values that correspond to the mean gray values of
one standard illuminant using a linear scale factor.
The Modified GW and the White-Patch Retinex method are similar to the GW
algorithm with the change in the computation of the linear scale factor. In the modified
GW method, if there is more than one occurrence of the R-value, then it is included in the
average calculation only once. Similarly for G and B. This eliminates the influence of
colors represented by a large number of pixels in the image on the average color. It is not
suitable for images that contain a variety of colors. The White-Patch Retinex, on the other
hand, it best suited for dark images. The maximal value of R-value in the entire image is
used instead of the average color for calculating the scaling factor.
The color constancy method needs to have knowledge about both the illumination
properties and about properties of the image capturing devices. This is useful only when
the illumination conditions are different. The input image gets transformed to reflect the
state that is independent of illuminations. It comprises of two steps namely, scene
illumination detection and standard illumination reconstruction. The illumination
detection step is one to find out what illumination is present out of the various
illuminations. The spectral power distribution is obtained with the help of the Macbeth
color checker in order to compute the transformation parameters. Two images of
Macbeth color checker captured under different illumination are required to perform the
reconstruction of the image.
The results and the inferences from the experiments for the same are stated below:
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1. The GW algorithm seems to have performed well for flashlight, incandescent
and neon light conditions.
2. Some research suggestions that the 2D color space (YUV) is better because it
is brightness independent than the 3D color space (RGB) have not proved to
be advantageous.
3. It has been established that the type of illumination influences the
performance of the techniques.
Hence, the elimination of the influence of non-standard illumination before
face detection ensures better results. Sometimes illumination independent methods
(geometric based) may be used instead of the illumination dependent ones albeit the
computational cost.
TRACKING OF FACE - PARAMETERS AND

METHODS

Tracking between the eye
The methods that are used for detecting and tracking a face are pretty impressive
and provides ample opportunity to explore newer avenues (Kawato and Ohya 2000).
There are limitations, which have to be taken care of. A face is analyzed frame-afterframe for detecting and tracking from a video data. Looking at a person's face we can
say, the eyes are the most salient features of a face. Here, a small circular region between
the eyes is detected and the detected patch, unchanging part of a face, is traced in the next
frame and so on. If there is a subsequent change of location of this circular region in the
horizontal or vertical axis they are called the head shaking or nodding respectively. This
is reported to be stable for up to thirteen frames per second.
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There are various steps to obtain the "between the eyes" region, which happens to
be the major part o f the analysis. Initially, the skin-color area is located in the image
obtained from the video data, and converted to a monochrome smoothed image by subsampling and averaging 5x5 pixel values. To this a circle-frequency filter is constructed,
which is given by the discreet Fourier transform's output | F n | 2 , at (x, y) - the center of
the circle, at n = 2.

Fn = Zk=0N1 fk e2n'kn/N

(14)

The function f (i=0... N-l) is assumed to represent the pixel values along the circle
centered at (x,y). Two cycles of maximum and minimum values are observed,
representing the bright and dark locations on the face, when the output of the circle
frequency filter is plotted on a graph taken in a counter clockwise direction. All the local
maximum points on the image are obtained from which, those candidates are chosen
where the left and right pixel values on the circle of the filter those are lesser than that of
the between-eyes value. Another condition that minimizes the number of local maximum
point candidates is to have the real part of F 2 in Eq. 1 to be positive. It signifies that the
phase signal of f begins with a brighter part. The candidate set is further reduced wherein
only the first three values among the others are chosen for further analysis. This phase is
called the confirmation phase, wherein the candidate location is checked with the location
of the eyes. Rectangular regions (size predefined) from both sides of the candidate points
are extracted. These will correspond to the locations where the eyes must be present. By
connected component analysis and by setting a threshold for the range of pixel values,
both the eyes and the candidate point for between-eye is located. Additionally, the angle
between the left and right eyes (Ae) and the distance (De) between the located eyes are
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determined. These parameters are observed for different test cases and the upper and
lower threshold values are suggested. It is further observed that D e varies proportionally
with the image size, or the distance from the camera to the face.
Finally, a region around the successful candidate is chosen as a template for
tracking of the face in each frame. Here, the template size is set at 15x15. Template
matching is done for all the candidates and the best match occurring within a predefined
(tested earlier) threshold is selected and is updated for every frame. If one such match is
not found, the system starts working from the detection phase. The best match correlation
is simply summing the absolute values of differences in corresponding pixels. This is a
very simple mechanism and computationally inexpensive. The entire process is quite fast
and effective when the changes are gradual, and the circle frequency filter locates its
candidates efficiently.
Further, Kawato and Ohya (2000) have shown the nodding and the head-shaking
movement, that are the vertical and horizontal movement respectively, can be analyzed
by plotting the coordinate points of the candidates from the templates of each frame.
Each frame is categorized as stable, transient and extreme state. When a state change
occurs, an evaluation process is triggered with a two-frame delay to find if the change has
occurred in the x coordinate or y coordinate. Depending on the coordinate change, it is
categorized as head shaking or nodding.
It is important to note that, the rotation of the face is limited to 45 degrees or even
lesser and the output of the circle frequency filter is very crucial to determine the set of
probable candidate points. It is not shown if the output of circle frequency filter is
illumination independent. When there is a specular reflection, the desired outputs are not
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obtained. For the extreme cases, when the subject in the video looks further up or down
or left or right, it is not likely to obtain the between the eye region. However, this paper
has p rovided an i nteresting i dea t o b e u sed i n future w orks o f f ace r ecognition. S ome
demo clips are available at http://www.mic .atr.co.jp/-skawato/

Tracking based on Skin Color Modeling and Edge Information
Face Recognition systems are gaining importance in our everyday lives. They
have various applications in areas like human surveillance, knowledge-based image
retrieval, video conferencing, and the like. It is essential to detect the face by identifying
the location and scale of all the faces in the image in order to recognize a face against a
complex background obtained from an image or video. Human beings can easily detect a
face but the task of simulating this on a computer is very challenging. An efficient face
detection algorithm must perform without degrading under various circumstances like
facial expression, beard, moustache, spectacles, lighting condition, intensity, orientation,
background and so on. Furthermore, tracking of the face can take place when the face is
detected.
The first step in face detection is the extraction of the face from a given complex
background and the isolation of the potential face regions i.e., the bounding box of the
face. A skin color analysis can be performed for initial classification of the image. The
human skin color is different from the color of most other natural objects in the world.
Additionally, color orientation does not vary much under certain lighting conditions.
Each pixel in an image can thus be classified as a skin pixel or a non-skin pixel. Attempts
have been made to build comprehensive skin and non-skin models. One of the deciding
factors is the choice of color space. Two models, HSV and YCbCr are of particular
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interest out of HSV, RGB, YCbCr, YIQ and CIELAB. HSV gives the best performance
for s kin p ixel d etection whereas s egmentation o f s kin c olored regions b ecomes robust
only if the chrominance component is used. A color model is constructed based on either
of the two color spaces by a histogram, a single Gaussian or a mixed Gaussian (Kuchi et
al.). Histogram is preferred over other techniques due to ease of implementation and its
computational efficiency. Images containing human skin pixels as well as non-skin pixels
are collected, and a set of training images containing skin pixels are obtained. Further, it
is observed that the skin color falls into a very small region in the entire color space. A
threshold value to determine if the given pixel is a skin or a non-skin pixel is computed
based on some experimental results. Additionally, it does not reduce the performance.
Once the skin-detected image is available, a connectivity analysis is performed.
Initially, a meaningful group of pixels is formed that connect pixels to each other
geometrically. From this, it is determined if they belong to the face. Two such approaches
are connected component operators and the 8-connected neighborhood.
Connected component operators are non-linear filters that eliminate parts of the
image, while preserving the contours of the remaining parts. They use a certain decision
criteria to either retain or eliminate a connected component without affecting the other
components. An opening by reconstruction operator (erosion followed by dilation) is
applied first on the binary image. Then, it is closed by reconstruction (dilation followed
by erosion). Erosion removes small and thin isolated noise-like components and dilation
preserves those components that are not removed during erosion. Also, it closes any
small holes created during opening by reconstruction. The remaining connected
components are isolated. A set of shape based connected operators, compactness, solidity
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and orientation, are applied over the remaining connected components to decide if they
represent a face or not. These operators make a basic assumption on the shape of the face.
A min-max box for the face is constructed, once the operators are applied and
normalized.
The skin pixels can also be grouped based on an 8-connected neighborhood. The
classification of each of the regions as human face is performed by finding the centroid,
height and width of the region as well as the percentage of skin in the rectangular area
defined by the above parameters. Since the height to width ratio of human faces falls
within a small range on the real axis, most of the non-skin regions are eliminated. A
threshold is defined and if the percentage of skin is higher than this threshold, then that
region is considered a face region. But when some of the colors in the image are closer to
the skin color, it may give false information. Using the edge information, they are
eliminated. S ome o f t he f alse p ixels w ill h ave a h igh g radient b ecause t hey a re a 11 he
boundary o f t he face. T he gradient o r t he Laplacian m ethod i s u seful i n d etecting t he
edges (Sandeep and Rajagopalan). An appropriate skin-threshold and edge-threshold will
help achieve a high level of accuracy in determining the bounding box.
The face that is detected in this frame can be used further to track in other
following frames in a given video image sequence. The dimension of the min-max box is
increased horizontally and vertically by 10% for the next frame and skin color analysis
performed on this new min-max box. The increase percentage depends on how far or how
near the face is from the camera. The adaptive increase in bounding box dimensions and
the location of the face in consecutive frames tracks the human face.
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Some of the failures may be due to the non-inclusion of certain skin colored
pixels i n t he m odel o r t he s mall s ize o f t he face i n t he i mage or f aces that a re p artly
occluded or faces that overlap.
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METHODOLOGY
DISCUSSION OF SUBJECT
The face detection algorithms that have been explored so far are complex, or time
consuming, either in implementation or execution. In order to have real time face
detection from the streaming video, a simple, yet robust, mechanism was developed.
Initially, a sample input database of MPEG videos are obtained through the digital video
camera capturing device. The video database was acquired by sample videos that were
shot at classrooms, corridors, and outside the college premises comprising of students and
faculty members with different skin tones and genders. Since there is no standard
database for MPEG files, it was necessary to acquire these sample videos for testing,
analysis, and synthesis. This is the Video Database Acquisition (VDA) phase.
From the video files, images were extracted at a user defined frame rate in the
JPEG format and were used in the next level of processing. It is easier to detect the skin
regions from the JPEG images than the MPEG video by itself. This phase is the called the
Frame Sequence Extraction (FSE) phase.
Each g enerated image is sent to the Skin Region Detection Classifier Unit that
determines if the image contains skin regions or non-skin regions. This is the Skin
Region Detection (SRD) phase. The images that do not contain any skin information are
discarded. This is an important phase in terms of efficiency and robustness for this unique
algorithm that depends on the RGB color model.
Now the images that contain skin regions serve as input to the clustering unit. The
input image is split into three clusters, and each of the three clusters is again sub-divided
into nine clusters while computing the mean, medoid, extent, density, and strength. The
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clusters are merged or discarded based on the density and area of each of the nine clusters
satisfying a threshold value. The clusters thus obtained are as dense as the face, and a
bounding box is constructed over the cluster, which is identified as a face. This phase is
called K-Mean Face Segmentation (KFS).
The four phases Video Database Acquisition, Frame Sequence Extraction, Skin
Region Detection, and K-Mean Face Segmentation are thouroughly explained in the
following sections.

Video Database Acquisition
The SONY DCR TRV80 model was used to acquire the video for the database.
The features and functionality of the equipment is described below from the product
description

available

on

the

dealtime.com

website

(Dealtime

2005)

and

usaphotonation.com (USAPhotoNation 2005).
[The DCR-TRV80 MiniDV Handycam®

Camcorder

doesn't just

deliver

exceptional-quality digital video, digital audio, and two megapixel digital still images.
This unit also features BIP (improved Bluetooth® capability, enabling peer-to-peer data
transfers between Bluetooth® products) networking, U S B streaming, the revolutionary
Carl Zeiss™ Lens T* coating for a 70% improved reflection rate, and a sprawling list of
powerful features and design elements. An added bonus is the new touch panel (with
included stylus) that can be used to access the functions of the camcorder].
The key features are illustrated in the table shown below which are the reasons
why this camcorder was chosen for the experiment. The price of the equipment is also
less compared to others with similar capabilities.
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Key Features
Type
Recording Format
Recording System
CCD Quantity
Memory Still Resolution
Optical Zoom

Digital
Mini DV
NTSC
1
1.92 Megapixels
lOx

CCD
CCD Quantity
CCD Size

1
1/3.6"

LCD / Viewfinder
LCD Display
LCD Panel Size
Color View Finder

With LCD Display
3.5 in.
With Color Viewfmder

Lens
Optical Zoom
Digital Zoom
Lens Focal Length
Filter Diameter

lOx
120x
4 . 5 - 4 5 mm
37 mm

Video Modes
Image Stabilizer
Low Lux
Night Shot

With Image Stabilizer
7 Lux
With Night Shot

Audio
Audio Format

12/16 Bit PCM Digital
Stereo Audio

Memory Photography
Memory Card Type
Digital Still Shot Mode
Memory Still Resolution
Max Still Image Size
MPEG
Movie
Mode
Resolution
MPEG Movie Mode

Memory Stick Pro
With Still Shot
Capability
1.92 Megapixels
1600x1200
320x240 (QVGA),
160x112
With MPEG Movie
Mode

Interfaces
Output Interfaces

Input Interfaces
Microphone Type

S-Video, Composite
(Video), Audio (RCA),
Fire Wire / DV / i.Link,
USB, Headphones Jack
S-Video, Composite
(Video), Audio (RCA)
External/Optional
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Power Supply
Battery Type
Battery Life
Dimensions
Width
Depth
Weight
Warranty
Warranty
Miscellaneous
Included Accessories

Proprietary Lithium
2 hrs.
2.88 in.
6.75 in.
1.561b.
1 Year
2 x AA Batteries •
Software • USB Cable •
A/V Cable • Shoulder
Strap • 8 MB Memory
Card • Lithium Propriety
Battery • Battery Charger
• AC Power Adapter •
Remote Control • Lens
Cap

Table 1. Camcorder Details (Adapted from USA Photos Nation 2005)
This is the snap shot view of the camera:

Figure 1. SONY DCR TRV80
The video was recorded on a tape in the camera and was transferred to the
computer system without the audio. Since the application does not require audio
processing, it was neglected. The obtained video was stored with .MPEG file extension
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that stands for the MPEG-1 version. The captured videos are of different time duration,
the minimum being three seconds and the maximum being 83 seconds. The size of each
video file typically ranges from 1.03 Megabytes (MB) to 30.8MB. This system has the
capability to handle larger media files of longer duration. Some of the special aspects of
the sample videos are highlighted below.
1. One person walking past the camera at a given time
2. Two people walking past the camera at a given time
3. Three or more people walking past the camera at a given time
4. A video comprises of a number of individuals, which can be of the three forms
stated above. The background for such a video is the same, or nearly the same, for
all the individuals in that particular video
5. Each video has been shot with a different background namely, the corridor with a
wall as the main background, the classroom, the corridor with doors/walls and the
outside of the building (a natural scene).
6. Some videos contain the same person with different backgrounds.
7. Some videos were shot on the same day and others on different days.
8. Some videos were taken under sufficient illumination condition while others were
taken in daylight.
9. The videos contain individuals of various races and skin colors ranging from very
dark skinned to very fair skinned.
The important advantage of this system is that the individuals are detected even
though a full frontal view or full profile view is not available. In some of the videos,
some of the individuals are looking into the camera directly, while some are looking at
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the camera from different directions or orientation, and some do not look into the camera
at all. So, there are a variety of poses that are available. Initially, individuals were asked
to look into the camera and later the results were tested on random samples.
It is also essential to note that the camera distance was not fixed for all the videos.
For some individuals, the camera was near to them, while to some it was far away.
However, the system is not affected by this measure.
The system suffers from the drawback from specular reflections. When sufficient
light focuses on a particular skin area of an individual, some of the skin information is no
longer available, but this is compensated by the density of other skin pixels in its
neighboring area that is taken care of during the KFS phase.

Frame Sequence Extraction
In this phase, the MPEG streaming video or the MPEG file is converted into a
JPEG frame sequence where each JPEG image is extracted at a user defined frame rate.
The m aximum f rame r ate f actor i s 3 0 f rames p er s econd, t he f rame r ate o f a n M PEG
video. For a real time analysis or detection of a face in a video stream or a captured
video, a frame rate factor ranging from 3 to 5 is sufficient with the assumption that a
person entering a video scene cannot leave before this time interval elapses. The
extracted JPEG images are dealt one by one in the next phase.
Requirement specification:
1. Should support at least the MPEG video format.
2. Output image frames should be in color JPEG format.
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3. Output frames may be saved into the user specified folder, or processing can be
done on these frames and only those that are of interest are saved into the user
specified folder.
4. Operation at a certain frame rate must be supported.
5. The program should be independent of the video size (dimensions), length (time),
or the resolution.
The

development

of

this

module

was

built

on

the

existing

program

"FrameAccess.java vl.5" (Copyright (c) 1999-2001 Sun Microsystems, Inc.). This is a
program to access the individual video frames of a video track by streaming the video
data through a "pass-through" codec. As the data passes through this codec, a callback is
invoked for each frame of video data. The existing code was modified to meet the
specified requirements. The usage of multiple codecs in the actual FrameAccess.java was
eliminated and one FaceDetector codec was written to extract frames at a required frame
rate from the video and to store each frame as a JPEG image in an intended output
directory. All the requirements were effectively met with a good, efficient, and relatively
fast running program. The maximum frame rate supported was the frame rate at which
the video has been recorded, namely, 30 frames per second. The actual functioning of the
processor, codec, controller listener, and other media related documentation can be found
in Appendix A from Java.sun.com (Sun Java 2005).
The result of running the video that contains an individual walking along the
corridor is shown below (Figure 2.. 10).

Figure 3.

Figure 5.

Figure 7.

Figure 9.

Figure 11.

Figure 13.
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Figure 14.

Skin Region Detection
The idea of using the color model is the most logical and easy way to detect the
skin regions from an image that is able to reproduce the three dimensional real view to a
two dimensional view from which a variety of information about the three dimensional
real world can be gathered. The useful information, at the very elementary level, from an
image is the pixel. A pixel consists of alpha (A), red (R), green (G), and the blue (B)
components. Each component can be represented as one byte or eight bits. Hence, the
range of values that each component can have is from 0 to 255 (256 possible values). The
alpha component indicates the transparency of the image. When the value of alpha is
zero, the image is transparent and the image is opaque when the alpha value is 255. The
R, G, and B components correspond to red, green, and blue values contained in the pixel
of an image and are also called the primary colors. They are obtained by dividing the
visible portion of the light spectrum in to three major portions. It is fascinating that the
different mix of these primary colors can yield such a variety of colors although they are
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essentially a small part of the electromagnetic energy spectrum. The shorter wavelengths
of light are perceived as blue and the longer wavelengths of light are perceived as red.
The RGB color model is represented in the Cartesian coordinate system as shown
below (Figure 15). The 0 indicates the minimum value and 1 indicates the maximum
value (255) on the cube. The R, G, and B components lie on the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis
respectively. When R and G components combine, yellow is produced. Magenta is
produced when red and blue are combined and cyan is produced when green and blue are
combined. This is the additive nature of the colors. Similarly, the different combinations
of each of the components yield different colors. Among these combinations lie the
colors resembling the skin of human beings of different races and origin.
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Figure 15. RGB color model

There are two ways of reproducing colors, namely, additive and subtractive. The
image capturing devices employ the additive color scheme to reproduce color images
such as digital cameras, scanners, and video cameras. The set diagram shown in Figure
16 illustrates the additive nature of the color. The cubical representation is as shown in
Figure 17.
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Figure 16. Additive nature of RGB color
The subtractive form of reproducing colors is based on the phenomenon that the
objects of nature create color by absorbing certain wavelengths of color while reflecting
other wavelengths back to the viewer (RGB World, 2005). It involves colorants and
reflected light. It uses cyan, magenta, and yellow pigments, or dyes, to subtract portions
of light while illuminating an object to produce other colors. When combined in equal
amounts, pure subtractive primary colors produce the appearance of black.
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Figure 17. Three-dimensional representation of colors.
The colors that correspond to skin color are present within this huge range of
colors. Skin region detection has been explored in numerous ways, a few of which have
been explained in the previous chapter.
To i llustrate the length, width, and height o f the skin region i n the RGB color
space, an image containing only the skin region was used to construct a three dimensional
representation of the R component, G component, and B component of the skin pixels.
The sample image (Figure 18) is an image that was generated from the MPEG file from

the video database. The background was hand eliminated from this image to construct the
three dimensional skin pixel component distributions (Figures 19, 20, 21). Mathematica
5.1 was used in constructing the models.

Figure 18. Sample image containing only skin information

Figure 19. The distribution of the R component of the skin pixel.
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Figure 20. The distribution of the G component of the skin pixel.

Figure 21. The distribution of the B component of the skin pixel.
Analysis of the skin colors in the RGB cube
In the RGB color space represented in the form of a cube, the maximum value
a one-byte representation of R, G, or B component is 255.
Let R = {x | 0 < x < 255}
G = {y | 0 < y < 255}
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B = {z | 0 < z < 255}
where x, y, and z are discrete values.
All possible cases:
1. x = y = z
When x = y = z = 0, it yields a black pixel which is not a skin pixel.
When x = y = z = 255, it yields a white pixel which is not a skin pixel.
2. x > y; x>z; y>z.
It is found to yield skin color range and depends on a particular ratio
between x, y, and z. It can be validated and verified with the data that was
collected from the video database.
3. x > y; x>z; z>x.
It is observed that the pixel yields a pinkish color, which does not fall
under the skin color category.
4. y>x; y>z; x>z.
It is observed that the pixel yields a yellowish color, which does not fall
under the skin color category.
5. y>x; y>z; z>x.
It is observed that the pixel yields a bluish color, which does not fall under
the skin color category.
6. z>x; z>y; x>y.
It is observed that the pixel yields a pinkish color, which does not fall
under the skin color category.
7. z>x; z>y; y>x.

It is observed that the pixel yields a bluish color, which does not fall under
the skin color category.
These observations are simulated with a RGB color slider and with statistical
quantities that prompt further exploration into the relation between each component and
their interaction with each other. The generated images from the VDA phase is processed
in this phase (SRD) one by one. In each image, each pixel value is scrutinized and
determined if it falls in the skin region of the RGB cube.
Some of the interesting results of the observation / SRD algorithm are shown
below (Figure 22...24).

Figure 22. Output from the SRD algorithm.
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Figure 24. Output from the SRD algorithm.
The working of the SRD algorithm has been explained in the procedures section.

K-Mean Face Segmentation
The result of the SRD algorithm yields only the skin regions for every image
generated from the FSE phase, along with a few disturbances. There were a few
challenges to be met at this point.
1. Removal of noise and other disturbances
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2. Differentiation of the face from the rest of the skin regions. For example, the
hand.
3. Identification of different faces in the same image.
There can be more than one person in a particular image frame. So, the detected
skin patches have to be identified as faces belonging to different individuals or the face of
an individual that is different from his/her hands, legs or skin colored clothes. Moreover,
the noise and outliers, which are like skin has to be eliminated, like the tiny patches in the
image. K-Mean clustering was employed to overcome these difficulties.
K-Mean Clustering algorithm (Leeser 1999)
"There are several variants of the k-means clustering algorithm, but most variants involve
an i terative s cheme t hat o perates o ver a fixed n umber o f c lusters, while a ttempting t o
satisfy the following properties:
Each class has a center, which is the mean position of all the samples in that class.
Each sample is in the class whose center it is closest to."

The basic k-means algorithm consists of the following steps:
A. Initialize
B. Loop until termination condition is met:
1. For each pixel in the image, assign that pixel to a class such that the distance
from this pixel to the center of that class is minimized.
2. For each class, recalculate the means of the class based on the pixels that
belong to that class.
end loop;
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Parameters and options for the k-means algorithm:
•

Number of classes
Number of classes is usually given as an input variable.

•

Initialization

There are a number of different ways to initialize the algorithm:

1. Arbitrarily assign classes to pixels
The straightforward way to do this is to assign the ith pixel to the i
modulo kth class. This is a good approach when the number of
channels is greater than the number of classes. You may need a large
number of bits of precision just for the first few iterations — to ensure
that there is some distance between the different means. For this
reason, it works better in software than hardware.

2. Distribute the mean table around the color space

This is a good approach if the number of channels is less than the
number of classes. Otherwise it is difficult to distribute the means.

3. Initialize mean values with random pixels from the image.

To initialize k classes, k pixels are chosen at random from the
image such that the pair wise distance between the k distances is large
enough.
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•

Distance Measure
The meat of the k-means algorithm is calculating the distance between each
pixel and each class center. There are different distance measures that can be
used. The most common are:

1. LI distance (Manhattan distance): The absolute value of the componentwise difference between the pixel and the class. This is the simplest
distance to calculate and may be more robust to outliers.
2. L2 distance (Euclidean distance): The square root of the component-wise
square of the difference between the pixel and the class. Computing the L2
distance requires squaring the data, which introduces extra bits of
precision into the data. The squaring operation is expensive in hardware.
One advantage of this m etric is that the distance is a sphere around the
centroid.
•

Termination

Theoretically, k -means sh ould t erminate w hen n o m ore p ixels a re c hanging
classes. There are proofs of termination for k-means. These rely on the fact that
both steps of k-means (assign pixels to nearest centers, move centers to cluster
centroids) reduce variance. So eventually, there is no move to make that will
continue to reduce the variance.

Running to completion (no pixels changing classes) may require a large
number of iterations. In software, it is typically terminated when one of the following
criteria is met:
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1. Terminate after fewer than n pixels change classes.
2.

•

Terminate after some iteration.

Quality
Measurement of quality of classification depends on the internal measures
such as:
1. Low distance within class variance — compactness
2. High distance between class centers — isolation

Implementation of K-Mean Clustering Algorithm
The parameters for k-mean face clustering were chosen as follows:
•

Number of classes: 3

•

Initialization: Arbitrary assignment of pixels to classes. All the detected skin
pixels in a frame are organized into 3 clusters.

•

Distance Measure: Euclidean Distance

•

Termination: The algorithm terminates when the changes in the pixels is not very
high.
This helps in three ways:
1. Two faces would fall in two different clusters even if a small distance
separates them, so identifying multiple faces would be easier.
2. Each cluster can be examined individually for outliers and noise.
3. If clothes have skin like colors, they would probably fall into one cluster.
So, the presence of skin like cloth would not effect the detection of the
face of the person wearing those clothes.
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The obtained three clusters are refined and certain outliers are removed based on
the standard deviation of each of the clusters.
Finally, each one of the three clusters is further split into nine clusters and noise is
eliminated from each of the nine clusters separately. The reason for clustering the clusters
again, is that, if there are certain patches of detected skin that are not close to the face
patch then they are definitely noise patches and they have to be eliminated. Splitting this
cluster into more clusters will get those relatively smaller patches into one cluster, which
being smaller in area (or say density), would definitely be smaller than one ninth the total
size of the actual cluster. Hence, splitting each of the three clusters into nine clusters and
testing each of these nine clusters, if they are above or at least one twentieth the actual
cluster size, and eliminating those which do not satisfy this property ensures that the
noisy regions in the image are absent. The clusters are then recombined into the bigger
cluster they came from. Checking the distance between their means checks the clusters if
they are close enough to each other. Clusters that are close to each other are combined to
form a single cluster so that if it were a single face that has been split up into three
clusters, they would be recombined into a single cluster.
After the testing and recombination of clusters, a bounding box is drawn around the
cluster. The image frame pixels within the bounding box are normalized in size and
stored as an image. There might be some cloth patches that can also be saved as clusters,
yet every face in the image is detected, normalized, and saved as an image.
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Figure 25. Refined skin clusters and their bounding boxes in the video.
INSTRUMENTS
The V DS phase involved the digital camcorder for acquiring the v ideo stream.
The FSE, SRD, KFS phases are computational in nature. The resources that were used in
the process are divided into two categories namely, hardware and software.

Hardware

Requirements

•

Intel® Pentium® 4 CPU 2.80Ghz 2.79Ghz

•

512MB of RAM

•

Display card supporting 8, 16, 24, 32 bit display mode. (16-bit display mode for
fastest video performance)

•

Intel® 82865G Graphics Controller

Software

Requirements

•

Microsoft Windows XP Professional Version 2002 Service Pack 2

•

Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE) 1.4.2

•

JMF classes and native libraries
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•

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0

•

Microsoft Excel (MS Office tools)

•

Mathematica 5.1

•

Microsoft Paint

•

Eclipse editor Release 3.0.1

•

Programming Language used: Java
Reason: Object oriented programming, ability to handle multimedia streams, and
to perform image processing.

PROCEDURES
The steps involved in the face detection are diagrammatically represented in
Figure 26. A database of videos is collected in the VDA phase. The FSE converts the
video into frames. The SRD and KFS, are carried out in succession on each frame that is
generated.
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Figure 26. Phases in face detection.
After the FSE phase, a training sample was constructed in order to observe the
relationship between the R, G, and B values of a pixel in an image. The training sample
consists of a wide range of skin colors acquired from various individuals in different
frames sequences from different videos or the same video. A record for each individual
with different skin tones were studied separately and later merged together to obtain the
average, maximum, minimum, and the standard deviation of all the inferences on the
observed R, G, and B values. Some of the inferences were the ratio of R to the maximum
of G and B, ratio of R to the minimum of G and B, ratio of G to B, and the ratio of the
maximum of RGB to the minimum of RGB with respect to the skin pixels and other
similar ratios with respect to the background. A snapshot view of the training sample is in
Figure 27.
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Figure 27. Snapshot view of the training skin sample.
The first three columns contain the R, G, and B values. The inferences are
automatically calculated using the R, G, and B values. The average, maximum,
minimum, and standard deviations of these inferences were made use in narrowing down
the threshold values and in identifying whether a pixel belongs to the skin region or
otherwise. Similar tables were constructed on images taken with a brighter lighting
condition and sufficient lighting condition for the background information as well.
Initially, the CbCr Color model was employed in the SRD phase, as it is
illumination independent. But later the illumination component was required in order to
get a better ratio, and hence a better classification scheme. The effect of the alpha

component of the pixel was also studied to see if it had an influence on the illumination.
The results are as shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Effects of Alpha on a sample image.
It is observed that for Alpha = 255, the picture is transparent where as for Alpha =
0, the picture is black. There does not seem to be any relationship of Alpha with
illumination.
In the SRD phase, once the threshold values for the background and skin regions
have b een o btained from t he t raining s ample, t he p ixel i s i dentified a s t he u seful s kin
pixel or a non-essential color pixel. If the pixel is identified as not being a skin pixel, the
R, G, and B values, or the Alpha value, is set as zero. To reduce the computation time,
the pixels which are black, white, primary colors (red, blue, and green), cyan, yellow,
magenta, or the pixels that tend towards these colors are initially classified as non skin
pixels and do not fall through in the algorithm. Those pixels that do not fall in this
criterion are sent for further processing where they are checked with the background
threshold values. If they do not lie within the background range, they are checked if they
satisfy the skin pixel criterion. Since it is very difficult to obtain all possible non-skin
pixels examples, or all possible skin pixels, an approximate threshold has been arrived at
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based on the available video database. The algorithm has proved to be robust in
determining the skin regions under various lighting conditions for a variety of individuals
differing in their skin tones. The obtained skin regions are fed to the KFS phase, which
makes use of the DPoint, the KMeanCluster, and the RefinedCluster classes (stored in the
Skin Recognizer Package) to detect up to three faces in a given image. The codec
operations are explained in the JMF documentation of Appendix A. The class named
SkinRegion extends the class frame and it contains the main function. A file is read from
a given universal resource locator (URL) and the face detection begins at a user defined
frame rate (number of frames per second). The class overview is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29. Classes used in implementation.

Various edge detection algorithms were analyzed such as Sobel's edge detection
and the Mean Shift edge detection. The implementation of Mean Shift to Sobel's was
found to be better because of the well-defined edges in the Mean Shift edge detection
algorithm and its robustness to changing intensities and lighting conditions. The sample
results from Mean Shift edge detection algorithm are shown below (Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Results of the Mean Shift edge detection algorithm.
Using the edge information, the top of the head of the individuals in the image
was detected and then the idea was to move along the edge until the edge on the opposite
side closes in to a minimum margin whose presence within a certain threshold value
indicates the neck region. Once the top of the head and the neck is detected, a bounding
box can be easily constructed and then normalized to a fixed size. Some of the sample
results are shown (Figure 31).
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J H B l S 1 1 1
Figure 31. Normalized faces from edge detection results.
Although it was possible to obtain the bounding box for the faces, it was difficult
to locate the neck in certain cases. The illustration is in figure 32.

Figure 32. Some images where neck could not be detected from edges. (Arrows point the
problem regions while detecting the neck point)
The edge detection algorithm had to be abandoned, although it has been quite
useful in certain cases, based on the following observations:
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1. It is not possible to detect multiple individuals in the same image frame.
2. The disturbances from the background have to be eliminated and there
does not seem to be a universal method for background elimination.
3. The inherent inability to cope with scenarios discussed earlier (Figure 32).
The color models were studied extensively in order to overcome the difficulties in
the edge detection method. Some of the color models that were scrutinized are RGB,
CMY, HSV, YIQ, and YCbCr. Since segmentation is robust only when the chrominance
component is considered, as suggested by Kuchi et al., the YCbCr and the YIQ models
were studied. The YCbCr model splits the color spectrum into three parts where the
luminance component is separated out (Y). As a majority of the skin tones vary in the
luminance c omponent (Kuchi e t a 1.) and t he v ariation i n t he r emaining c omponents i s
minimal, when mapped in the CbCr color space, it yields a narrow region that can be
mathematically modeled to detect the skin pixels from an image.
The following equations were used to transform the RGB space into the YCbCr
space:
Y = 0.299 R + 0.587 G +0.114 B

(1)

Cb = -0.1687 R - 0.3313 G + 0.5 B + 128

(2)

Cr = 0.5 R - 0.4187 G - 0.0813 B + 128

(3)

The YIQ space that was mathematically modeled was found to be similar to the
YCbCr space (except for the 90 degree rotation).

The equations used in the

transformation of RGB space into YIQ space are:
Y = 0.299 R + 0.587 G +0.114 B

(4)

I - 0.596 R - 0.275 G - 0.321 B + 128

(5)
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Q = 0.212 R - 0.523 G - 0.311 B + 128

(6)

It was quite difficult to establish a clear threshold for the skin and non-skin region
while using these models. As the skin region falls into a very narrow region of the whole
color space, the variations could not be easily observed. Hence, the traditional RGB
model was used to cull out the useful information and to set strong boundaries.
Thus, segmentation of the skin color region was carried out with the RGB color
model. In the KFS phase, K-Mean clustering was chosen over histogram equalization
because of the one-pass nature of the clustering algorithm, which helps in efficient
computation within a quality time as against the histogram equalization, which is an
iterative procedure and involves considerable amount of time for computation. Since, the
four phases have to be executed in near real time, it was only natural to favor the K-Mean
clustering algorithm.
DESIGN / HYPOTHESIS
The main goal of the system is to detect faces in True Real Time (TRT) from a
video. The video can be previously acquired or it can be a streaming video. The acquired
videos can be of infinite size. It is not possible to obtain such a huge file and to store it, in
comparison to smaller MPEG files that can be used to test the same. The faces must be
detected regardless of age, gender, size, race, and skin tones. It must also be robust with
varying illumination conditions such as bright sunlight, sufficient light, dark light, and
night-light. The obtained results can be used for tracking of the face by extracting certain
feature information from the normalized faces. These are some of the assumptions. The
time taken to detect and store the normalized faces must be within the TRT so that it can
be used in real time processing. Consider, a video is of length 40 seconds, the algorithm
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should be able to run within the 40 seconds, or comparable to that time, so that it may be
called as True Real Time (TRT). All the faces in the given video must be detected. If all
the faces in a given image frame is detected, the algorithm is highly efficient. The images
can be far away from the camera or very near the camera and the faces can be frontal,
profile, or of any angle or orientation. The system that is robust to all these factors is
highly desirable. It also opens the possibility of employing it in real time scenarios in
human surveillance.
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RESULTS
The e xperiment w as c onducted o n t he v ideos t aken o n t he c ampus o f Western
Kentucky University comprising of students and faculty members. The conversion of the
MPEG videos to JPEG images takes place at the user specified frame rate, which can
range from values greater than zero, but less than 30 (actual frame rate of any MPEG
video). The frame rate factor need not be an integer. However, if the frame rate factor of
the video is under 5 frames per second, the efficiency and speed of the algorithm/ system
is greatly improved and influences the TRT.
Initially, sample tests were conducted on the inference values obtained from the
RGB component of a pixel in an image generated by the video. The first goal was to
eliminate the background information from the images. The background pixel's R, G, and
B information of the image was obtained by using the color picker function from the
Paint program. Later, Microsoft Excel was used to manually record the observed R, G,
and B values from a pixel belonging to a particular area of a background. Other inference
ratios were calculated and updated for each such pixel. The average, minimum,
maximum, and in some cases the standard deviation was computed to arrive at a
threshold value to eliminate the background (non-skin) pixels.
Multiple runs were conducted and at the end of each run the observations were
recorded. Some of the parameters were modified in consecutive runs to improve the
performance of the system. The same procedure was used to obtain the threshold values
for the skin pixels.
The .XLS document contains the description and inference columns that indicate
the logical conclusions on background characteristics.

Trial 1:
#The background elimination values have been tested on a video clip named B.mpeg
containing only one individual.
#The frame rate factor as input by the user was 5 frames/sec.
#The folders containing the respective video clips have been named accordingly.

R

G/Min(R,B)

G/Max(R,B)

R/B

Factor

m t o m t f k
1.14842833

1.08564574

1.068

1.123462

Maximum

1.20212766

1.10077519

1.152

1.202128

Minimum

1.051094891

1.011173184

0.928

1.051095

Average

G

B

Table 2. First Trial (Non Skin Pixel)
Some of the sample outputs are as shown:
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Figure 33. Background Elimination in the first trial.
# After a few trials, the obtained threshold values were used to run the other video clips,
which had a similar background.
Here, the factor is the ratio of the maximum of RGB divided by the minimum of RGB.
Maximum (R, G, B)
Factor =
Minimum (R, G, B)
R

B

G

G/Min(R,B)

G/Max(R,B)

R/B

Factor

1.064862265

1.05925513

1.15253512

:

rifi iHi ^

M m M
1.15253512

Average
Maximum

1.409638554

1.132867133

1.277108434

1.409638554

Minimum

1.021276596

1

0.90625

1.021276596

Table 3. After the Fifth Trial (Non Skin Pixel)

R

G

B

G/Min(R,B)

G/Max(R,B)

R/B

Factor

-

Xf-J
Bmil

Hi

i l l J a i l i g l i i liiiPl^pPli m

Average

1.168927389

1.063990879

1.077138887

1.168927389

Maximum

2.4

1.132867133

2.24

2.4

Minimum

1.021276596

1

Standard

0.240897987

0.027221011

0.90625

1.021276596

0.238361877

0.240897987

Deviation
1^able 4. After considering very darlt non skin pixe s
R

G

B G/Min(R,B)
wito-i
Wi
>Tjr*
1

' j

G/Max(R,B)

R/B

Factor
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Average

1.316972841

1.041134598

1.258731095

1.33305995

Maximum

2.4

1.132867133

2.24

2.4

Minimum

1.021276596

0.910958904

0.90625

1.021276596

Standard

0.256588988

0.051383412

0.298765029

0.275861947

Deviation
Table 5. Combination of bright and dark background / non-skin pixel.
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Figure 34. Background Elimination after Trial 5.
#The hall 1 person.mpeg video clip is relatively brighter and hence, the previously used
values were not applicable here. To overcome this problem and to save time the threshold
values of skin regions were computed. It is relatively easier to obtain the skin region
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threshold because the rest of the regions are the non-skin regions; the determination of
the threshold regions for individual cases may be tedious.

The following tables indicate the threshold analysis of skin pixels. The procedures
used in the determination of the threshold for non-skin pixels are used to obtain the
threshold for the skin pixels. Initially, the skin pixel information was gathered from the
B.mpeg.
R

B

G/Min(R,B)

G/Max(R,B)

R/B

Factor

1.844646931

0.779461627

2.44617393

2.471884331

Maximum

6.333333333

1.666666667

9.666666667

9.666666667

Minimum

1.090909091

0.542857143

1..297297297

1.297297297

w l l l t e i
Average

G
m

111111

Table 6. First Trial (Skin Pixel).
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Figure 35. Sample skin region outputs after Trial 1.
After a few trials from the video database, more background was eliminated.
Further, good results were observed when tested on some videos taken from the Internet.
After each trial, a better threshold value for the skin region was observed mainly because
of the different test cases and large sample set of possible R, G, and B skin pixel values.
This is an adaptive method of arriving at a better threshold.
R

G

B

G/Min(R,B)

G/Max(R,B)

R/B

Factor

''MMM^M

m
Average

1.998529752

1.26724811

1.543192739

2.000317227

Maximum

9.666666667

1.842105263

6.333333333

9.666666667

Minimum

1.111111111

0.925925926

0.772727273

1.111111111
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Table 7. At the end of fourth trial (Skin Pixel).

Figure 36. Sample skin region outputs of Trial 4.

The robustness of the algorithm was tested out with the newer videos that were
added to the database such as HinaDoorBr, HinaDoorBYR, Hina, Y, R, RandOut, and
HinaDoorG. The results of some of the images before factor inclusion are shown in
Figure 37.

It can be seen that the parameters that were used in earlier trails (Trial6) without
including the factor part lead to a poor results.
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Figure 37. Skin Pixel Detection (Brighter background and without including the factor)
Later, when the factor ratio was included in the computation it brought about a
drastic improvement in the performance. The evidence can be seen below (Figure 38).
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Figure 38. Skin Pixel Detection (Brighter background and including the factor)
At the end of Trial 9, all the videos in the database were executed for the same
parameters and the following results were observed.
S.N.

MPEGs

Results/Remarks

1

Corridor

Same good result, but skin
colored clothing not
eliminated

2

B

Good result

3

bs

Good result
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4

D

Good, but some clothing
information

5

f_row (Video from Internet)

Similar skin detection result

6

group

Good results, but some
clothes and exit sign in the
background

7

halllperson

Good results, but some
clothes and some
background

8

hall2ppl

Good results, but some
clothes

9

multiple

Good results, but some
clothes

10

N

Good result

11

NotDB

Good result, exit sign, some
clothes/parts of a door

12

ubr

Good results, except for
some clothes

13

HinaDoorBr

Good result, but some
brown door info

14

HinaDoorBYR

Good result, but yellow and
red door persists with
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background
15

Y

Some skin pixel
information is lost, but the
background is eliminated
quite well

16

R

Skin pixels not detected

17

Hina

Some noise in some face,
but yellow and red door
persist with background

18

HinaDoorG

Some skin pixels are lost
(specular reflection)

Table 8. Observations after the execution of the SRD algorithm.
It can be observed all the skin regions have been successfully detected, although
the non-skin regions have not been completely eliminated. Some of the clothes have not
been eliminated since they are similar to skin color. This is one major disadvantage in the
system. In order to overcome this limitation it was essential to implement the K-Mean
clustering algorithm. In this manner, the skin colored clothes can be classified as a cluster
separate from the face. Furthermore, multiple faces can be identified. The K value is set
at 3 - this enables only 3 clusters to be formed at a given time. Hence, a maximum of
three individuals can be separated from a single image.
The results of the KFS phase are shown below (Figure 39).

B.MPEG

bs.MPEG

corridor.MPEG

100

D.MPEG

Multiple individuals in a single frame.
Group. MPEG

101

Detects very dark skinned as well as very light skinned individuals.
hall 1 person.MPEG

102

:

<11 M N M y ^ p j :: . •
i
' iin WlitMiBTIi
-

Two people in an image frame.
Hall2ppl.MPEG

103

The first picture contains the profile view of the individual. In the next picture there is not
a clear view of the face.
Hina.MPEG
Figure 39. Final results of face detection.
The time taken to execute the system with a constant frame rate of 4 frames per second is
shown below in a tabular format (Table 9).
S.N.

MPEGs

Length of the

Processing

Video

Time

(seconds)

(seconds)

Remarks

1

Corridor

29

19

TRT

2

B

04

03

TRT

3

bs

14

06

TRT

4

D

39

40

RT

5

group

11

22

Multiple
individuals

6

hall 1 person

26

18

TRT

7

hall2ppl

17

12

TRT

8

multiple

21

19

TRT

9

N

05

02

TRT

10

NotDB

03

03

TRT

11

ubr

07

06

TRT

12

HinaDoorBYR

30

49

RT

13

Y

72

120

Multiple
individuals

14

Hina

83

109

RT

15

HinaDoorG

16

18

RT

Table 9. Processing time of the face detection system.
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CONCLUSION
The system is capable of detecting faces in True Real Time (TRT) from a video of
up to 30 MB in size. The faces were detected regardless of age, gender, size, race, and
skin tones. Furthermore, the varying illumination conditions such as bright sunlight,
sufficient light, and dim light conditions were gracefully handled by the system. The time
taken to detect and store the normalized faces was comparable to the length of the video
and in some cases it was even less. Thus, this system works in TRT. All the faces in the
video are detected even when the face is quite far away from the camera. The system is
not limited by the mug-shot views such as frontal or profile views; rather the face can be
in any orientation with respect to the camera. Hence, the system finds a variety of
applications in real time scenarios such as human surveillance in the case of law
enforcement and child s afety; human computer-interaction such as s ecurity s ystems in
business, hospitals and governments or accessing personal information in ATMs; and
tracking a face, extracting some feature information for further research purposes.
Despite these advantages, there are a few limitations. The number of faces that
can be detected in a given frame is only three. If there are more than three faces in given
frame they are separated out into three clusters and the region of possible occurrence of
face is stored as an image of interest. However, this disadvantage can be remedied in the
next few frames where it might be possible to obtain information on distinct individuals
(depending on the camera location with respect to face). Some of the false positives were
non-facial regions that were not removed from the processing of the system, but these
regions were kept separate from the face.
Some of the limitations are shown in Figure 40.
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Skin colored shirt
corridor.MPEG

Not a face but ear and neck

Skin colored shirt
D.MPEG

108

Hands of individuals

Another instance of skin colored shirt
group. MPEG

109

Skin colored ground surface
Hina.MPEG
Figure 40. Limitations to overcome.
Future works can focus towards developing the system to work during the night
time, increasing the number of face clusters, reducing the time taken to process by
optimizing further, building a larger and more diverse video database, and improving on
the skin region threshold values.
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Appendix A

Working with Time-Based

Media

Any data that changes meaningfully with respect to time can be
characterized as time-based media. Audio clips, MIDI sequences, movie clips,
and animations are common forms of time-based media. Such media data can be
obtained from a variety of sources, such as local or network files, cameras,
microphones, and live broadcasts.

This chapter describes the key characteristics of time-based media and
describes the use of time-based media in terms of a fundamental data processing
model:

Output

Process
Apply effect fitters

Read from a file

*~»A

Receive from
'he network

A - B Convert between formats

Compress or

Figure 1-1: Media processing model.
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Streaming Media

A key characteristic of time-based media is that it requires timely delivery
and processing. Once the flow of media data begins, there are strict timing
deadlines that must be met, both in terms of receiving and presenting the data. For
this reason, time-based media is often referred to as streaming

media—it is

delivered in a steady stream that must be received and processed within a
particular timeframe to produce acceptable results.

For example, when a movie is played, if the media data cannot be
delivered quickly enough, there might be odd pauses and delays in playback. On
the other hand, if the data cannot be received and processed quickly enough, the
movie might appear jumpy as data is lost or frames are intentionally dropped in an
attempt to maintain the proper playback rate.

Content Type

The format in which the media data is stored is referred to as its content
type. QuickTime, MPEG, and WAV are all examples of content types. Content
type is essentially synonymous with file type—content type is used because media
data is often acquired from sources other than local files.

Media Streams

A media stream is the media data obtained from a local file, acquired over
the network, or captured from a camera or microphone. Media streams often
contain multiple channels of data called tracks. For example, a Quicktime file
might contain both an audio track and a video track. Media streams that contain
multiple tracks are often referred to as multiplexed or complex media streams.
Demultiplexing

is the process of extracting individual tracks from a complex

media stream.

A track's type identifies the kind of data it contains, such as audio or
video. The format of a track defines how the data for the track is structured.

A media stream can be identified by its location and the protocol used to
access it. For example, a URL might be used to describe the location of a
QuickTime file on a local or remote system. If the file is local, it can be accessed
through the FILE protocol. On the other hand, if it's on a web server, the file can
be accessed through the HTTP protocol. A media locator provides a way to
identify the location of a media stream when a URL can't be used.

Media streams can be categorized according to how the data is delivered:

•

Pull—data transfer is initiated and controlled from the client side. For example,
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and FILE are pull protocols.

•

Push-the server initiates data transfer and controls the flow of data. For
example, Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is a push protocol used for
streaming media. Similarly, the SGI MediaBase protocol is a push protocol
used for video-on-demand (VOD).

Common Media Formats

The following tables identify some of the characteristics of common
media formats. When selecting a format, it's important to take into account the
characteristics of the format, the target environment, and the expectations of the
intended audience. For example, if you're delivering media content via the web,
you need to pay special attention to the bandwidth requirements.

The CPU Requirements column characterizes the processing power
necessary for optimal presentation of the specified format. The Bandwidth
Requirements column characterizes the transmission speeds necessary to send or
receive data quickly enough for optimal presentation.

Format

Content Type

CPU

Bandwidth

Requirements

Requirements

Quality
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AVI
Cinepak

Medium

Low

High

High

High

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

High

High

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

QuickTime
MPEGMPEG

AVI
H.261
RTP
QuickTime
H.263

AVI
RTP
QuickTime

JPEG

AVI
RTP
QuickTime

Indeo
AVI

Table 1-1: Common video formats.

Content
Format

Bandwidth

Requirements

Requirements

Low

High

Quality
Type

PCM

CPU

AVI

High

QuickTime
WAV
AVI
QuickTime
Mu-Law

Low

Low

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

MPEG

High

High

High

MPEG

High

High

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

WAV
RTP
AVI
ADPCM
QuickTime
(DVI,
WAV
IMA4)
RTP
MPEG-

MPEG
Layer3
WAV
GSM
RTP
WAV
G.723.1
RTP

Table 1-2: Common audio formats.

Some formats are designed with particular applications and requirements
in mind. High-quality, high-bandwidth formats are generally targeted toward CDROM or local storage applications. H.261 and H.263 are generally used for video
conferencing applications and are optimized for video where there's not a lot of
action. Similarly, G.723 is typically used to produce low bit-rate speech for
telephony applications.

Media

Presentation

Most time-based media is audio or video data that can be presented
through output devices such as speakers and monitors. Such devices are the most
common destination for media data output. Media streams can also be sent to
other destinations—for example, saved to a file or transmitted across the network.
An output destination for media data is sometimes referred to as a data sink.

Presentation Controls

While a media stream is being presented, VCR-style presentation controls
are often provided to enable the user to control playback. For example, a control
panel for a movie player might offer buttons for stopping, starting, fastforwarding, and rewinding the movie.

Latency

In many cases, particularly when presenting a media stream that resides on
the network, the presentation of the media stream cannot begin immediately. The
time it takes before presentation can begin is referred to as the start latency. Users
might experience this as a delay between the time that they click the start button
and the time when playback actually starts.

Multimedia presentations often combine several types of time-based
media into a synchronized presentation. For example, background music might be
played during an image slide-show, or animated text might be synchronized with
an audio or video clip. When the presentation of multiple media streams is
synchronized, it is essential to take into account the start latency of each streamotherwise the playback of the different streams might actually begin at different
times.

Presentation Quality

The quality of the presentation of a media stream depends on several
factors, including:

•

The compression scheme used

•

The processing capability of the playback system
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•

The bandwidth available (for media streams acquired over the network)

Traditionally, the higher the quality, the larger the file size and the greater the
processing p ower a nd b andwidth r equired. Bandwidth i s u sually r epresented a s
the number of bits that are transmitted in a certain period of time—the bit rate.

To achieve high-quality video presentations, the number of frames displayed
in each period of time (the frame rate) should be as high as possible. Usually
movies at a frame rate of 30 frames-per-second are considered indistinguishable
from regular TV broadcasts or video tapes.

Media

Processing

In most instances, the data in a media stream is manipulated before it is
presented to the user. Generally, a series of processing operations occur before
presentation:

1. If the stream is multiplexed, the individual tracks are extracted.
2. If the individual tracks are compressed, they are decoded.
3. If necessary, the tracks are converted to a different format.
4. Effect filters are applied to the decoded tracks (if desired).

The tracks are then delivered to the appropriate output device. I f the media
stream is to be stored instead of rendered to an output device, the processing
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stages might differ slightly. For example, if you wanted to capture audio and
video from a video camera, process the data, and save it to a file:

1. The audio and video tracks would be captured.
2. Effect filters would be applied to the raw tracks (if desired).
3. The individual tracks would be encoded.
4. The compressed tracks would be multiplexed into a single media stream.
5. The multiplexed media stream would then be saved to a file.

Demultiplexers and Multiplexers

A demultiplexer extracts individual tracks of media data from a
multiplexed media stream. A mutliplexer performs the opposite function, it takes
individual tracks of media data and merges them into a single multiplexed media
stream.

Codecs

A codec performs media-data compression and decompression. When a
track is encoded, it is converted to a compressed format suitable for storage or
transmission; when it is decoded it is converted to a non-compressed (raw) format
suitable for presentation.

Each codec has certain input formats that it can handle and certain output
formats that it can generate. In some situations, a series of codecs might be used
to convert from one format to another.

Effect Filters

An effect filter modifies the track data in some way, often to create special
effects such as blur or echo.

Effect filters are classified as either pre-processing effects or postprocessing effects, depending on whether they are applied before or after the
codec processes the track. Typically, effect filters are applied t o uncompressed
(raw) data.

Renderers

A renderer is an abstraction of a presentation device. For audio, the
presentation device is typically the computer's hardware audio card that outputs
sound to the speakers. For video, the presentation device is typically the computer
monitor.

Compositing

Certain specialized devices support compositing. Compositing time-based
media is the process of combining multiple tracks of data onto a single

presentation medium. For example, overlaying text on a video presentation is one
common form of compositing. Compositing can be done in either hardware or
software. A device that performs compositing can be abstracted as a renderer that
can receive multiple tracks of input data.

Media Capture

Time-based media can be captured from a live source for processing and
playback. For example, audio can be captured from a microphone or a video
capture card can be used to obtain video from a camera. Capturing can be thought
of as the input phase of the standard media processing model.

A capture device might deliver multiple media streams. For example, a
video camera might deliver both audio and video. These streams might be
captured and manipulated separately or combined into a single, multiplexed
stream that contains both an audio track and a video track.

Capture Devices

To capture time-based media you need specialized hardware—for example,
to capture audio from a live source, you need a microphone and an appropriate
audio card. Similarly, capturing a TV broadcast requires a TV tuner and an

appropriate video capture card. Most systems provide a query mechanism to find
out what capture devices are available.

Capture devices can be characterized as either push or pull sources. For
example, a still camera is a pull source—the user controls when to capture an
image. A microphone is a push source—the live source continuously provides a
stream of audio.

The format of a captured media stream depends on the processing
performed by the capture device. Some devices do very little processing and
deliver raw, uncompressed data. Other capture devices might deliver the data in a
compressed format.

Capture Controls

Controls are sometimes provided to enable the user to manage the capture
process. For example, a capture control panel might enable the user to specify the
data rate and encoding type for the captured stream and start and stop the capture
process.

Understanding JMF

Java™ Media Framework (JMF) provides a unified architecture and
messaging protocol for managing the acquisition, processing, and delivery of

time-based media data. JMF is designed to support most standard media content
types, such as AIFF, AU, AVI, GSM, MIDI, MPEG, QuickTime, RMF, and
WAV.

By exploiting the advantages of the Java platform, JMF delivers the
promise of "Write Once, Run Anywhere™" to developers who want to use media
such as audio and video in their Java programs. JMF provides a common crossplatform

Java

API

for

accessing

underlying

media

frameworks.

JMF

implementations can leverage the capabilities of the underlying operating system,
while developers can easily create portable Java programs that feature time-based
media by writing to the JMF API.

With JMF, you can easily create applets and applications that present,
capture, manipulate, and store time-based media. The framework enables
advanced developers and technology providers to perform custom processing of
raw media data and seamlessly extend JMF to support additional content types
and formats, optimize handling of supported formats, and create new presentation
mechanisms.

High-Level

Architecture

Devices such as tape decks and VCRs provide a familiar model for
recording, processing, and presenting time-based media. When you play a movie
using a VCR, you provide the media stream to the VCR by inserting a video tape.
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The VCR reads and interprets the data on the tape and sends appropriate signals to
your television and speakers.

Video
(Captui

Video tape
(Data Source)

VCR
(Player)

Output Devices
(Destination)

Figure 2-1: Recording, processing, and presenting time-based media.

JMF uses this same basic model. A data source encapsulates the media
stream much like a video tape and a player provides processing and control
mechanisms similar to a VCR. Playing and capturing audio and video with JMF
requires the appropriate input and output devices such as microphones, cameras,
speakers, and monitors.

Data sources and players are integral parts of JMF's high-level API for
managing the capture, presentation, and processing of time-based media. JMF
also provides a lower-level API that supports the seamless integration of custom
processing components and extensions. This layering provides Java developers
with an easy-to-use API for incorporating time-based media into Java programs

while maintaining the flexibility and extensibility required to support advanced
media applications and future media technologies.

Java Applications. Applets. Beans

J M F Presentation and Processing API

J M F Plug-In A P I

Demullplexets

HI

Hi

H

Codecs

Effects

Mullptexeis

Render© ra

Figure 2-2: High-level JMF achitecture.

Time Model

JMF keeps time to nanosecond precision. A particular point in time is
typically represented by a Time object, though some classes also support the
specification of time in nanoseconds.

Classes that support the JMF time model implement Clock to keep track of
time for a particular media stream. The Clock interface defines the basic timing
and synchronization operations that are needed to control the presentation of
media data.

Clock

syncStart
stop
gertMediaTime
setMediaTime
getRata

gat Nanoseconds

Time

TimaClong nanoseconds]
Timefdoubla seconds)
getNano seconds
getSeconds
secondsTo Nanoseconds

gatStopTima
setSUopTiina
gatTimaBase
satTimaBasa

Duration
g stD ur ati on

Figure 2-3: JMF time model.

A Clock uses a

TimeBase

to keep track of the passage of time while a

media stream is being presented. A

TimeBase

provides a constantly ticking time

source, much like a crystal oscillator in a watch. The only information that a
TimeBase

provides is its current time, which is referred to as the time-base time.

The time-base time cannot be stopped or reset. Time-base time is often based on
the system clock.

A Clock object's media time represents the current position within a media
stream—the beginning of the stream is media time zero, the end of the stream is
the maximum media time for the stream. The duration of the media stream is the
elapsed time from start t o fmish-the length of time that it takes to present the
media stream. (Media objects implement the

Duration

media stream's duration.)

To keep track of the current media time, a Clock uses:

interface if they can report a

•

The time-base start-time-the time that its

TimeBase

reports when the

presentation begins.
•

The media start-time—the position in the media stream where presentation
begins.

•

The playback rate—how fast the Clock is running in relation to its
TimeBase.

The rate is a scale factor that is applied to the

TimeBase.

For

example, a rate of 1.0 represents the normal playback rate for the media
stream, while a rate of 2.0 indicates that the presentation will run at twice
the normal rate. A negative rate indicates that the Clock is running in the
opposite direction from its

TimeBase—for

example, a negative rate might

be used to play a media stream backward.

When p resentation b egins, t he m edia t ime i s m apped t o t he t ime-base t ime
and the advancement of the time-base time is used to measure the passage of time.
During presentation, the current media time is calculated using the following
formula:

MediaTime = MediaStartTime + Rate(TimeBaseTime - TimeBaseStartTime)

When the presentation stops, the media time stops, but the time-base time
continues to advance. If the presentation is restarted, the media time is remapped
to the current time-base time.

Managers

The JMF API consists mainly of interfaces that define the behavior and
interaction of objects used to capture, process, and present time-based media.
Implementations of these interfaces operate within the structure of the framework.
By using intermediary objects called managers, JMF makes it easy to
integrate new implementations of key interfaces that can be used seamlessly with
existing classes.

JMF uses four managers:

•

Manager—handles

DataSinks.

the construction of

Players,

Processors,

DataSources,

and

This level of indirection allows new implementations to be

integrated seamlessly with JMF. From the client perspective, these objects are
always created the same way whether the requested object is constructed from
a default implementation or a custom one.
•

PackageManager—maintains a registry of packages that contain JMF classes,
such as c u s t o m Players, Processors, DataSources, a n d DataSinks.

•

CaptureDeviceManager—maintains

a registry of available capture devices.

•

PluglnManager—maintains a registry of available JMF plug-in processing
components,

such

as

Multiplexers,

Demultiplexers,

Codecs,

Effects,

and

Renderers.

To write programs based on JMF, you'll need to use the
methods to construct the

Players, Processors, DataSources,

and

Manager

DataSinks

create

for your

application. I f you're c apturing media data f rom an input device, you'll u se the
CaptureDeviceManager

to find out what devices are available and

access

information about them. If you're interested in controlling what processing is
performed on the data, you might also query the

PluglnManager

to determine what

plug-ins have been registered.

If you extend JMF functionality by implementing a new plug-in, you can
register it with the

PluglnManager

to make it available to

Processors

that support

the plug-in API. To use a custom Player, Processor, DataSource, or DataSink with
JMF,

you register your unique package prefix with the

PackageManager.

Event Model

JMF uses a structured event reporting mechanism to keep JMF-based
programs informed of the current state of the media system and enable JMF-based
programs to respond to media-driven error conditions, such as out-of data and
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resource unavailable conditions. Whenever a JMF object needs to report on the
current conditions, it posts a

MediaEvent.

MediaEvent

is subclassed to identify

many particular types of events. These objects follow the established Java Beans
patterns for events.

For each type of JMF object that can post

MediaEvents,

corresponding listener interface. To receive notification when a

JMF defines a
MediaEvent

is

posted, you implement the appropriate listener interface and register your listener
class with the object that posts the event by calling its add Listener method.

Controller objects

( s u c h as Players a n d

Processors)

and certain

Control

objects such as GainControl p o s t m e d i a events.

Figure 2-4: JMF event model.

RTPSessionManager

Events.

objects also post events. For more information, see

RTP

Data Model

JMF

media players usually use

media-content. A

DataSource

DataSources

to manage the transfer of

encapsulates both the location of media and the

protocol and software used to deliver the media. Once obtained, the source cannot
be reused to deliver other media.

A

DataSource

is identified by either a JMF

(universal resource locator). A

MediaLocator

MediaLocator

is similar to a

URL

or a

URL

and can be

constructed from a URL, but can be constructed even if the corresponding protocol
handler is not installed on the system. (In Java, a URL can only be constructed if
the corresponding protocol handler is installed on the system.)

A

DataSource

source uses a
object

as

its

byte

manages a

set

of

SourceStream objects.

A standard data

array as the unit of transfer. A buffer data source uses a

unit of transfer. JMF defines several

types

of

Buffer

DataSource objects:
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Duration

manages ona or more

DataSource

SourceStreaii
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PullDataSource
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Figure 2-5: JMF data model.

Push and Pull Data Sources

Media data can be obtained from a variety of sources, such as local or
network files and live broadcasts. JMF data sources can be categorized according
to how data transfer is initiated:

•

Pull Data-Source—the client initiates the data transfer and controls the flow of
data from pull data-sources. Established protocols for this type of data include
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and FILE. JMF defines two types of pull
data sources: PullDataSource and PullBufferDataSource, which uses a Buffer
object as its unit of transfer.

•

Push Data-Source—\he server initiates the data transfer and controls the flow
of data from a push data-source. Push data-sources include broadcast media,
multicast media, and video-on-demand (VOD). For broadcast data, one
protocol is the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP), under development by the

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The MediaBase protocol developed
by SGI is one protocol used for VOD. JMF defines two types of push data
sources:

PushDataSource

and

PushBufferDataSource,

which uses a

Buffer

object

as its unit of transfer.

The degree of control that a client program can extend to the user depends on
the type of data source being presented. For example, an MPEG file can be
repositioned and a client program could allow the user to replay the video clip or
seek to a new position in the video. In contrast, broadcast media is under server
control and cannot be repositioned. Some VOD protocols might support limited
user control—for example, a client program might be able to allow the user to seek
to a new position, but not fast forward or rewind.

Specialty

DataSources

JMF defines two types of specialty data sources, cloneable data sources
and merging data sources.

A cloneable data source can be used to create clones of either a pull or
push

DataSource.

To create a cloneable

DataSource,

you call the

Manager

createCloneableDataSource m e t h o d a n d pass i n t h e DataSource y o u w a n t to c l o n e .

Once

a DataSource has

been

interact with the cloneable

passed to createCloneableDataSource, y o u s h o u l d o n l y

DataSource

should no longer be used directly.

and its clones; the original

DataSource

Cloneable data sources implement the
defines one method,

createClone.

number of clones of the
DataSource.

DataSource that w a s

createClone,

interface, which

you can create any

used to construct the cloneable

The clones can be controlled through the cloneable

to create them— when
DataSource,

By calling

SourceCloneable

connect, disconnect, start,

or

stop

used

DataSource

is called on the cloneable

the method calls are propagated to the clones.

The clones don't necessarily have the same properties as the cloneable data
source used to create them or the original

DataSource.

For example, a cloneable

data source created for a capture device might function as a master data source for
its clones—in this case, unless the cloneable data source is used, the clones won't
produce any data. If you hook up both the cloneable data source and one or more
clones, the clones will produce data at the same rate as the master.

A
several

MergingDataSource

DataSources

can be used to combine the

into a single

DataSource.

This enables a set of

be managed from a single point of control—when
is called on the
DataSources.

MergingDataSource,

SourceStreams

from

DataSources

connect, disconnect, start,

or

to

stop

the method calls are propagated to the merged
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To

construct

a

createMergingDataSource

sources you want

to

MergingDataSource,

you

the

Manager

method and pass in an array that contains the data

merge. To be merged, all of the

same type; for example, you cannot merge a
The duration of the merged
objects' durations. The

call

DataSource

ContentType

is

DataSources

PullDataSource

and a

must be of the
PushDataSource.

is the maximum of the merged

DataSource

application/mixed-media.

Data Formats

The exact media format of an object is represented by a Format object. The
format itself carries no encoding-specific parameters or global timing information,
it describes the format's encoding name and the type of data the format requires.

JMF extends Format to define audio- and video-specific formats.

Figure 2-6: JMF media formats.
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An

AudioFormat

describes the attributes specific to an audio format, such

as sample rate, bits per sample, and number of channels. A

VideoFormat

encapsulates information relevant to video data. Several formats are derived from
to describe the attributes of common video formats, including:

VideoFormat

•

IndexedColorFormat

•

RGBFormat

•

YUVFormat

•

JPEGFormat

•

H 2 6 1 Format

•

H263Format

To receive notification of format changes from a
the

ControllerListener

interface and listen for

Controller, y o u

FormatChangeEvents.

implement
(For more

information, see Responding to Media Events.)

Controls

JMF
an object.

A

Control

provides a mechanism for setting and querying attributes of

Control

often provides access to a corresponding user interface

component that enables user control over an object's attributes. Many JMF objects

e x p o s e Controls,

including

Controller objects, DataSource o b j e c t s , DataSink objects,

and JMF plug-ins.

Any

JMF

object that wants to provide access to its corresponding

objects can implement the

Controls

interface.

retrieving associated

objects.

DataSource

Control

interface to provide access to their

Standard

Control

Controls

and

Control

defines methods for

Plugln

use the

Controls

objects.

Controls

JMF defines the standard Contro I interfaces shown in Figure 2-8:, "JMF
controls."

CachingControl

If a

Player

or

enables download progress to be monitored and displayed.

Processor

can report its download progress, it implements this

interface so that a progress bar can be displayed to the user.

GainControl

muting the

output

enables audio volume adjustments such as setting the level and
of a

for volume changes.

Player

or

Processor.

It also supports a listener mechanism
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He di a Event
extends

has one or mora
GainControl

....

addGai nChanqeLi s t e n e r
r ariov aCa i nC na ng e Li s t e ne r
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Figure 2-7: Gain control.
Control
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Figure 2-8: JMF controls.

DataSink or

Multiplexer

objects that read media from a DataSource and write

it out to a destination such as a file can implement the StreamWriterControl
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interface. This Control enables the user to limit the size of the stream that is
created.

and

FramePositioningControl

capabilities for

Players

and

FrameGrabbingControl

Processors.

FramePositioningControl

enables precise

within

FrameGrabbingControl

provides a mechanism for grabbing a still video frame from

Player

or

FrameGrabbingControl

Processor

object's

frame-based

frame positioning

the video stream. The

a

export

media

can also be supported at the

stream.

Renderer

level.

Objects t hat h ave a
provide access t o the

Format

c an i mplement t he

Format. FormatControl

FormatCo ntrol

i nterface

to

also provides methods for querying

and setting the format.

A TrackControl

is a type of

controlling what processing a
media data. With the

FormatControl

Processor

TrackControl

that provides the mechanism for

object performs on a particular track of

methods, you can specify what format

conversions are performed on individual tracks and select the
Renderer

plug-ins that are used by the

Processor.

Effect, Codec,

or

(For more information about

processing media data, see Processing Time-Based Media with JMF.)

Two controls, PortControl and MonitorControl enable user control over the
capture process. PortControl defines methods for controlling the output of a capture
device. MonitorControl enables media data to be previewed as it is captured or
encoded.

BufferControl

enables user-level control over the buffering done by a

particular object.

JMF also defines several codec controls to enable control over hardware
or software encoders and decoders:

•

BitRateControl—used to export the bit rate information for an incoming stream
or to control the encoding bit rate. Enables specification of the bit rate in bits
per second.

•

FrameProcessingControl—enables

the

specification

of

frame

processing

parameters that allow the codec to perform minimal processing when it is
falling behind on processing the incoming data.
•

FrameRateControl—enables

•

H261 Control-enables

modification of the frame rate.

control

over

the H.261

video

codec

control

over

the

video-codec

still-image

transmission mode.
•

H263Control—enables

H.263

parameters,

including support for the unrestricted vector, arithmetic coding, advanced
prediction, PB Frames, and error compensation extensions.

•

KeyFrameControl—enables

the specification o f the desired interval between key

frames. (The encoder can override the specified key-frame interval if
necessary.)
•

MpegAudioControl—exports an MPEG audio codec's capabilities and enables
the specification of selected MPEG encoding parameters.

•

QualityControl—enables

specification of a preference in the trade-off between

quality and CPU usage in the processing performed by a codec. This quality
hint can have different effects depending on the type of compression. A higher
quality setting will result in better quality of the resulting bits, for example
better image quality for video.
•

SilenceSuppressionControl—enables

specification

of

silence

suppression

parameters for audio codecs. When silence suppression mode is on, an audio
encoder does not output any data if it detects silence at its input.

User Interface Components

A Control

can provide access to a user interface Component that exposes its

control behavior to the end user. To get the default user interface component for a
particular Control, you call getControlComponent. This method returns an AWT
Component that you can add to your applet's presentation space or application
window.

A Controller

example, a

Player

component—to

might also provide access

to

user interface

Components.

For

provides access to both a visual component and a control panel

retrieve

these

components,

you

call

the

Player

methods

getVisualComponent a n d getControlPanelComponent.

If you don't want to use the default control components provided by a
particular implementation, you can implement your own and use the event listener
mechanism to determine when they need to be updated. For example, you might
implement your own GUI components that support user interaction with a

Player.

Actions on your GUI components would trigger calls to the appropriate

Player

methods, such as

start

and stop. By registering your custom GUI components as

ControllerListeners

for the

Player,

you can also update your GUI in response

to

changes in the Player object's state.

Extensibility

Advanced

developers

and

technology

providers

can

extend

JMF

functionality in two ways:

By implementing custom processing components {plug-ins) that can be
interchanged with the standard processing components used by a JMF
Processor

•

By directly implementing the Controller, Player, Processor, DataSource, or
DataSink interfaces

•

Implementing a JMF plug-in enables you to customize or extend the
capabilities of a Processor without having to implement one from scratch.
Once a plug-in is registered with JMF, it can be selected as a processing
option for any Processor that supports the plug-in API. JMF plug-ins can
be used to:

•

Extend or replace a Processor object's processing capability piecewise by
selecting the individual plug-ins to be used.

•

Access t he m edia d ata a t s pecific p oints i n t he d ata flow. F or e xample,
different Eff ect p lug-ins can b e u sed for p re- a nd p ost-processing o f t he
media data associated with a Processor.

•

Process media data outside of a Player or Processor. For example, you
might use a Demultiplexer plug-in to get individual audio tracks from a
multiplexed media-stream so you could play the tracks through Java
Sound.

In situations where an even greater degree of flexibility and control is
required, custom implementations of the JMF Controller, Player, Processor,
DataSource, or DataSink interfaces can be developed and used seamlessly with
existing implementations. For example, if you have a hardware MPEG decoder,

you might want to implement a

Player

that takes input from a

DataSource

and uses

the decoder to perform the parsing, decoding, and rendering all in one step.
Custom

Players

and

Processors

can also be implemented to integrate media

engines such as Microsoft's Media Player, Real Network's RealPlayer, and IBM's
HotMedia with JMF.

Note: JMF Players and Processors are not required to support plug-ins. Plugins won't work with JMF 1.0-based

Players

and some

Processor

implementations

might choose not to support them. The reference implementation of JMF 2.0
provided by Sun Microsystems, Inc. and IBM Corporation fully supports the
plug-in API.

Presentation

In
Controller

JMF,

the presentation process is modeled by the

Controller

interface.

defines the basic state and control mechanism for an object that controls,

presents, or captures time-based media. It defines the phases that a media
controller goes through and provides a mechanism for controlling the transitions
between those phases. A number of the operations that must be performed before
media data can be presented can be time consuming, so JMF allows programmatic
control over when they occur.
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A Contro Her p osts a v ariety o f c ontroller-specific Medi aEvents t o p rovide
notification of changes in its status. To receive events from a Controller such as a
Player, you implement the ControllerListener interface. For more information about
the events posted by a Controller, see Controller Events.

The JMF API defines two types of Controllers: Players and Processors. A
Player or Processor is constructed for a particular data source and is normally not
re-used to present other media data.

extends
Processor

Figure 2-9: JMF controllers.

Players

A Player processes an input stream of media data and renders it at a precise
time. A DataSource is used to deliver the input media-stream to the Player.The
rendering destination depends on the type of media being presented.
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Figure 2-10: JMF player model.

A

Player

does not provide any control over the processing that it performs

or how it renders the media data.

Player

supports standardized user control and relaxes some of the

operational restrictions imposed by

has

Clock

a

f-

svnc S t a r t
stop
getMedi aTime
getTimeBase
setTimeBase
setRate

Clock

and

Controller.

"Tim a

Duration
gatDu r a t i o n

^A^ext en ds

extends

<jq rvtron ar
prefetch
realize
deallocate
close
addGontrollerListener

Medi aHandl er
s e t Source

extends

I

FTFGY^P

("start
I setSource
I addContraller
I getVisua!Component
1 getControlPanelComponerrt

Figure 2-11: JMF players.

Player States

.^extends
has a

DataSource
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A Player

can be in one of

six

states. The

Clock

interface defines the two

primary states: Stopped and Started. To facilitate resource management,

Controller

breaks the Stopped state down into five standby states: Unrealized,

Realizing,

Realized, Prefetching, and Prefetched.

S'fcppe-d Si

R C Efle d i ^eC orn pi e 1c. E verrl
PFCE PreteleJ^cmpieteEvenl
SE Stop E»«rr1
Figure 2-12: Player states.

In normal operation, a Player steps through each state until it reaches the
Started state:

•

A Player in the Unrealized state has been instantiated, but does not yet know
anything about its media. When a media Player is first created, it is
Unrealized.

•

When realize is called, a Player moves from the Unrealized state into the
Realizing state. A Realizing Player is in the process of determining its resource
requirements. During realization, a Player acquires the resources that it only
needs to acquire once. These might include rendering resources other than

exclusive-use resources. (Exclusive-use resources are limited resources such
as particular hardware devices that can only be used by one Player at a time;
such resources are acquired during Prefetching.)

A Realizing

Player often

downloads assets over the network.
When a Player finishes Realizing, it moves into the Realized state. A Realized
Player knows what resources it needs and information about the type of media
it is to present. Because a Realized Player knows how to render its data, it can
provide visual components and controls. Its connections to other objects in the
system are in place, but it does not own any resources that would prevent
another Player from starting.
When prefetch is called, a Player moves from the Realized
Prefetching

state. A Prefetching

state into the

Player is preparing to present its media.

During this phase, the Player preloads its media data, obtains exclusive-use
resources, and does whatever else it needs to do to prepare itself to play.
Prefetching

might have to recur if a Player object's media presentation is

repositioned, or if a change in the Player object's rate requires that additional
buffers be acquired or alternate processing take place.
When a Player finishes Prefetching,

it moves into the Prefetched

Prefetched Player is ready to be started.

state. A

•

Calling start puts a Player into the Started state. A Started Player object's timebase time and media time are mapped and its clock is running, though the
Player might be waiting for a particular time to begin presenting its media
data.

A Player posts TransitionEvents as it moves from one state to another. The
ControllerListener interface provides a way for your program to determine what
state a Player is in and to respond appropriately. For example, when your program
calls an asynchronous method on a Player or Processor, it needs to listen for the
appropriate event to determine when the operation is complete.

Using this event reporting mechanism, you can manage a Player object's
start latency by controlling when it begins Realizing

and Prefetching.

It also

enables you to determine whether or not the Player is in an appropriate state
before calling methods on the Player.

Methods Available in Each Player State

To prevent race conditions, not all methods can be called on a Player in
every state. The following table identifies the restrictions imposed by JMF. If you
call a method that is illegal in a Player object's current state, the Player throws an
error or exception.

Unrealized

Realized

Prefetched
Started Player

Method
Player

Player

Player

addController

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

ClockStarted Error

deallocate

legal

legal

legal

ClockStarted Error

getControlPanelComponent

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

legal

getGainControl

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

legal

getStartLatency

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

legal

getTimeBase

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

legal

getVisualComponent

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

legal

ClockStoppedExce

ClockStopped

ClockStopp
legal

mapToTimeBase
ption

Exception

edException

removeController

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

ClockStartedError

setMediaTime

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

legal

setRate

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

legal

setStopTime

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

StopTimeSetError
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if previously set

setTimeBase

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

ClockStartedError

legal

ClockStartedError

NotPrefetched
NotPrefetchedError

syncStart

Error

Table 2-1: Method restrictions for players.

Processors

Processors can also be used to present media data. A Processor is just a
specialized type of Player that provides control over what processing is performed
on the input media stream. A Processor supports all of the same presentation
controls as a Player.

Figure 2-13: JMF processor model.

In addition to rendering media data to presentation devices, a Processor
can output media data through a DataSource so that it can be presented by another

Player or Processor, further manipulated by another Processor, or delivered to
some other destination, such as a file.

For more information about Processors, see Processing.

Presentation Controls

In addition to the standard presentation controls defined by Controller, a
Player or Processor might also provide a way to adjust the playback volume. If so,
you can retrieve its GainControl by calling getGainControl. A GainControl object
posts a GainChangeEvent whenever the gain is modified. By implementing the
GainChangeListener interface, you can respond to gain changes. For example, you
might want to update a custom gain control Component.

Additional custom Control types might be supported by a particular Player
or Processor implementation to provide other control behaviors and expose
custom user interface components. You access these controls through the
getControls method.

For example, the

CachingControl

interface extends

mechanism for displaying a download progress bar. If a

Control

to provide a

Player

can report its

download progress, it implements this interface. To find out if a
CachingControl,

you can call

list of all the supported

Player

or

use

supports

getControls

to get a

Controls.

Standard User Interface

A

getControl(CachingControl) or

Player

Components

Processor

generally provides two standard user interface

components, a visual component and a control-panel component.You can access
these

Components

directly

through

the

getVisualComponent

and

getControlPanelComponent m e t h o d s .

You can also implement custom user interface components, and use the
event listener mechanism to determine when they need to be updated.

Controller Events

The

ControllerEvents

posted by a

Controller

such as a

Player

or

Processor

fall

into three categories: change notifications, closed events, and transition events:

•

Change notification events such as
FormatChangeEvent

R a t e C h a n g e E v e n t , DurationllpdateEvent,

indicate that some attribute

of

the

Controller

and

has changed,

often in response to a method call. For example, a Player posts a
RateChangeEvent when its rate is changed by a call to setRate.
TransitionEvents allow your program to respond to changes in a Controller
object's state. A Player posts transition events whenever it moves from one
state to another. (See Player States for more information about the states and
transitions.)
ControllerClosedEvents

Controller

posts

ControllerErrorEvent

for

a

are posted by a

Controller

ControllerClosedEvent,

is a special case of

ControllerErrorEvents

it

when it shuts down. When a
is

no

longer

ControllerClosedEvent.

usable.

Y o u can listen

so that your program can respond to

malfunctions to minimize the impact on the user.

A

Controller
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I^ntrollerEvent

/N
I Audio Devi ceUnavai 1 ableEvent
CachingControl Event
CorrtronerClosedEvent

z:
I Con t r o l l er E r r o r Event
Co n ne c t i on E r r o r E ve nt
I n t e r n a l E r r o r Event
ResourceUnavail ableEvent |
DataLostErrorEvent
OnrationUpdateEvent
RateChangeEvent
Si:eChangeEventj
Sto pT im eCh an g eE ve n t
MediaTimeSetEvent
TransitionEvent

7
C o n f i gureComplet eEvent
Pr ef etc Komp 1 et eE v en t
Re al i zeCom pi e te Ev e nt
St a r t Event
Stop Event

A

DataStarvedEvent
EndOfMediaEvent |
R e s t a i t i ngEvent
StopAtTimeEvent"j
Sto pByR equ es t Ev en t
D e a l l o c a t e Event

Figure 2-14: JMF events.
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Processing

A Processor i s a PI ayer that t akes a Da taSource a s input, p erforms some
user-defined processing on the media data, and then outputs the processed media
data.

Figure 2-15: JMF processors.

A Processor can send the output data to a presentation device or to a
DataSource. If the data is sent to a DataSource, that DataSource can be used as the
input to another Player or Processor, or as the input to a DataSink.

While the processing performed by a Player is predefined by the
implementor, a Processor allows the application developer to define the type of
processing that is applied to the media data. This enables the application of
effects, mixing, and compositing in real-time.

The processing of the media data is split into several stages:
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Processor

Figure 2-16: Processor stages.

•

Demultiplexing is the process of parsing the input stream. If the stream
contains multiple tracks, they are extracted and output separately. For
example, a QuickTime file might be demultiplexed into separate audio and
video tracks. Demultiplexing is performed automatically whenever the
input stream contains multiplexed data.

•

Pre-Processing is the process of applying effect algorithms to the tracks
extracted from the input stream.

•

Transcoding is the process of converting e ach track of media data from
one input format to another. When a data stream is converted from a
compressed type to an uncompressed type, it i s generally referred to as
decoding. Conversely, converting from an uncompressed type to a
compressed type is referred to as encoding.

•

Post-Processing is the process of applying effect algorithms to decoded
tracks.

•

Multiplexing is the process of interleaving the transcoded media tracks
into a single output stream. For example, separate audio and video tracks
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might be multiplexed into a single MPEG-1 data stream. You can specify
the

data

type

of

the

output

stream

with

the

Processor

setOutputContentDescriptor m e t h o d .

•

Rendering is the process of presenting the media to the user.

•

The processing at each stage is performed by a separate processing
component. These processing components are JMF plug-ins,. If the
Processor supports TrackControls, you can select which plug-ins you want
to use to process a particular track. There are five types of JMF plug-ins:

•

Demultiplexer—parses

media streams such as WAV, MPEG or QuickTime.

If the stream is multiplexed, the separate tracks are extracted.
•

Effect—performs special effects processing on a track of media data.

•

Codec—performs data encoding and decoding.

•

Multiplexer—combines multiple tracks of input data into a single interleaved
output stream and delivers the resulting stream as an output

•

DataSource.

Renderer—processes the media data in a track and delivers it to a
destination such as a screen or speaker.

Processor States

A

Processor

has two

additional

Configured, which occur before the

Processor

standby

states,

Configuring

enters the Realizing state..

and

Trjidfcn Event:
COE CCNFGJPECOMPLERLEE.'ERTL
RCE Rft3li2eCcmpie1«E>enl
PFCE PptfelcbCcmpJeleE
SE

SLOPE.ENL

Figure 2-17: Processor states.

•

A Processor enters the Configuring state when configure is called. While the
Processor is in the Configuring

state, it connects to the DataSource,

demultiplexes the input stream, and accesses information about the format of
the input data.
•

The Processor moves into the Configured state when it is connected to the
DataSource and data format has been determined. When the Processor reaches
the Configured state, a ConfigureCompleteEvent is posted.

•

When Realize is called, the Processor is transitioned to the Realized state. Once
the Processor is Realized it is fully constructed.

While a Processor is in the Configured state, getTrackControls can be called
to get the TrackControl objects for the individual tracks in the media stream. These
TrackControl objects enable you specify the media processing operations that you
want the Processor to perform.
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Calling

directly

realize

on

an

Unrealized

Processor

automatically

transitions it through the Configuring and Configured states to the Realized state.
When you do this, you cannot configure the processing options through the
TrackControls-the

default

Calls to the

Processor

TrackControl

settings are used.

methods once the

state will typically fail, though some

Processor

Processor

is in the Realized

implementations might support

them.

Methods Available in Each Processor State

Since a
be called on a

Processor

Player

is a type of

also apply to

Player,

the restrictions on when methods can

Processors.

Some of the Processor-specific

methods also are restricted to particular states. The following table shows the
restrictions that apply to a

Processor.

If you call a method that is illegal in the

current state, the Processor throws an error or exception.

Unrealized

Configuring

Configured

Realized

Processor

Processor

Processor

Processor

addController

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

deallocate

legal

legal

legal

legal

Method
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getControlPanelComponent

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

getControls

legal

legal

legal

legal

getDataOutput

NotRealizedError

; NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

getGainControl

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

getOutputContentDescriptor

NotConfiguredError

NotConfiguredError

legal

legal

getStartLatency

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

legal

legal

legal

legal

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

getSupportedContent-

Descriptors

getTimeBase

FormatChanc

getTrackControls

NotConfiguredError

NotConfiguredError

legal

Exception

getVisualComponent

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

ClockStoppedExcepti

ClockStoppedExcepti

ClockStoppedExcepti

ClockStoppe<

on

on

on

mapToTimeBase
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Exception

realize

legal

legal

legal

legal

removeController

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

FormatChanc

setOutputContentDescriptor

NotConfiguredError

NotConfiguredError

legal

e-

Exception

setMediaTime

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

setRate

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

setStopTime

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

setTimeBase

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

NotRealizedError

legal

NotPrefetche
syncStart

NotPrefetchedError

NotPrefetched Error

NotPrefetched Error
dError

Table 2-2: Method restrictions for processors.

Processing Controls

You can control what processing operations the

track through the

get the

TrackControl

for that track. You call

Processor

Processor getTrackControls to

TrackControl

objects for all of the tracks in the media stream.

Through a

TrackControl,

Renderer

you can explicitly select the

plug-ins you want to use for the track.

available, you can query the

PluglnManager

performs on a

To

Effect, C o d e c ,

and

find out what options are

to find out what plug-ins are installed.

To control the transcoding that's performed on a track by a particular
Codec,

you can get the

Controls

associated with the track by calling the

TrackControl getControls method. This method returns the codec controls available
for the track, such as

BitRateControl

and

QualityControl.

(For more information

about the codec controls defined by JMF, see Controls.)

If
setFormat

you

know the

method

to

output

specify the

data format that

Format

and let the

you

want,

Processor

you

can use the

choose an appropriate

codec and renderer. Alternatively, you can specify the output format when the
Processor

is created by using a

and output requirements for a

ProcessorModel.

Processor.

A

When a

ProcessorModel

ProcessorModel

defines the input
is passed to the

appropriate Manager create method, the Manager does its best to create a Processor
that meets the specified requirements.

Data Output

The getDataOutput method returns a Processor object's output as a
DataSource. This DataSource can be used as the input to another Player or
Processor or as the input to a data sink. (For more information about data sinks,
see Media Data Storage and Transmission.)

A

Processor

object's

output

DataSource

can

be

of

any

type:

PushDataSource, PushBufferDataSource, PullDataSource, or PullBufferDataSource.

Not all Processor objects output data—a Processor can render the processed
data instead of outputting the data to a DataSource. A Processor that renders the
media data is essentially a configurable Player.

Capture

A multimedia capturing device can act as a source for multimedia data
delivery. For example, a microphone can capture raw audio input or a digital
video capture board might deliver digital video from a camera. Such capture

devices are abstracted as DataSources. For example, a device that provides timely
delivery of data can be represented as a PushDataSource. Any type of DataSource
can be used as a capture DataSource: PushDataSource, PushBufferDataSource,
PullDataSource, or PullBufferDataSource.

Some devices deliver multiple data streams—for example, an audio/video
conferencing board might deliver both an audio and a video stream. The
corresponding DataSource can contain multiple SourceStreams that map to the data
streams provided by the device.

Media Data Storage and Transmission

A DataSink is used to read media data from a DataSource and render the
media to some destination—generally a destination other than a presentation
device. A particular DataSink might write data to a file, write data across the
network, or function as an RTP broadcaster. (For more information about using a
DataSink as an RTP broadcaster, see Transmitting RTP Data With a Data Sink.)

Like Players, DataSink objects are constructed through the Manager using a
DataSource. A DataSink can use a StreamWriterControl to provide additional control
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over how data is written to a file. See Writing Media Data to a File for more
information about how

DataSink

objects are used.

Storage Controls

A

DataSink

posts a

DataSinkEvent

can be posted with a reason code, or the
DataSinkEvent

•

DataSink

DataSinkEvent

can post one of the following

subtypes:

DataSinkErrorEvent,

DataSink

•

to report on its status. A

which indicates that an error occurred while the

was writing data.

EndOfStreamEvent,

which

indicates

that

the

entire

stream

has

successfully been written.
•

To respond to events posted by a DataSink, you implement the
DataSinkListener

interface.

Extensibility

You can extend JMF by implementing custom plug-ins, media handlers,
and data sources.

Implementing Plug-Ins

By implementing one of the JMF plug-in interfaces, you can directly
access and manipulate the media data associated with a

•

Implementing the

Processor:

interface enables you to control how

Demultiplexer

individual tracks are extracted from a multiplexed media stream.
•

Implementing the Codec interface enables you to perform the processing
required to decode compressed media data, convert media data from one
format to another, and encode raw media data into a compressed format.

•

Implementing the Effect interface enables you to perform custom
processing on the media data.

•

Implementing the

Multiplexer

interface enables you to specify how

individual tracks are combined to form a single interleaved output stream
f o r a Processor.

•

Implementing t he

Re nderer

i nterface enables you t o e ontrol h ow d ata i s

processed and rendered to an output device.

Note: The JMF Plug-In API is part of the official JMF API, but JMF

Players

and

Processors

are not required to support plug-ins. Plug-ins won't work with JMF

1.0-based

Players

and some

Processor

implementations might choose not to

support them. The reference implementation of JMF 2.0 provided by Sun
Microsystems, Inc. and IBM Corporation fully supports the plug-in API.

Custom
through the
Processor

the

Codec, Effect,

TrackControl

or a

Processor

PluglnManager.

Manager

Renderer

plug-ins are available to a Processor

interface. To make a plug-in available to

created with a

ProcessorModel,

a

default

you need to register it with

Once you've registered your plug-in, it is included in the list of

plug-ins returned by the
by the

and

PluglnManager getPluglnList

when it constructs a

Processor

method and can be accessed

object.

Implementing MediaHandlers and DataSources

If the JMF Plug-In API doesn't provide the degree of flexibility that you
need, you c an d irectly implement s everal o f t he k ey JM F i nterfaces: C ontroller,
Player,

Processor,

DataSource,

a n d DataSink. F o r

example,

you might want

to

implement a high-performance Player that is optimized to present a single media
format or a
media.

Controller

that manages a completely different type of time-based

The
and

Manager

DataSink

mechanism used to construct

objects enables custom implementations of these JMF interfaces to

be used seamlessly with JMF. When one of the

Manager

Player, Processor, DataSource,

create

methods is called, the

uses a well-defined mechanism to locate and construct the requested

object. Your custom class can be selected and constructed through this
mechanism once you register a unique package prefix with the

PackageManager

and put your class in the appropriate place in the predefined package hierarchy.

MediaHandler

Construction

Players, Processors,

read data from a
DataSource,

and

DataSource.

A

DataSinks

are all types

MediaHandler

which can be either identified

object.

DataSource to

all

is always constructed for a particular

explicitly

one of the createMediaHandler methods is called,
name obtained from the

o f MediaHandlers—they

or with a
Manager

MediaLocator.

When

uses the content-type

find and create an appropriate

MediaHandler
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Figure 2-18: JMF media handlers.

JMF also supports another type of MediaHandler, MediaProxy. A MediaProxy
processes content from one DataSource to create another. Typically, a MediaProxy
reads a text configuration file that contains all of the information needed to make
a connection to a server and obtain media data. To create a Player from a
MediaProxy, Manager:

1. Constructs a DataSource for the protocol described by the MediaLocator
2. Uses the content-type of the DataSource to construct a MediaProxy to read the
configuration file.
3. Gets a new DataSource from the MediaProxy.

4. Uses the content-type of the new DataSource to construct a Player.

The mechanism that
MediaHandler

Manager

for a particular

uses to locate and instantiate an appropriate

DataSource

is basically the same for all types of

MediaHandlers:

•

Using the list of installed content package-prefixes retrieved from
PackageManager,

Manager

generates

a

search

list

of

available

MediaHandler classes.

•

Manager

named

steps through each class in the search list until it finds a class

Handler

that can be constructed and to

which

it can attach the

DataSource.

When

c

onstructing

P layers

a nd

Processors, M a n a ger

g enerates t he s earch

list of available handler classes from the list of installed content
and the content-type name of the

DataSource.

To search for

package-prefixes

Players, M a n a g e r

for classes of the form:
<content package-prefix>.media.content.<content-type>.Handler
To search for

Processors, Manager

looks for classes of the form:

<content package-prefix>.media.processor.<content-type>.Handler

looks

If

from the

the located
MediaProxy

MediaHandler

is

a MediaProxy, M a n a g e r

gets

a

new

DataSource

and repeats the search process.

If no appropriate
repeated, substituting

MediaHandler

unknown

type is supported by generic

can be found, the search process is

for the content-type name. The

unknown

content

that are capable of handling a large variety of

Players

media types, often in a platform-dependent way.
Because a DataSink renders the data it reads from its DataSource to an
output destination, when a DataSink is created the destination must also be taken
into account. When constructing

DataSinks,

Manager

uses the list of content

package-prefixes and the protocol from the MediaLocator that identifies the
destination. For each content package-prefix,

Manager

adds to the search list a

class name of the form:
<content package-prefix>.media.datasink.protocol. Handler
If the located
DataSource

handler is a

MediaHandler

a n d MediaLocator, a n d

is a

DataSink, M a n a g e r

returns the resulting

DataSinkProxy, Manager

instantiates it, sets its
DataSink

object.

If

the

retrieves the content type of the proxy and

generates a list of DataSink classes that support the protocol of the destination
Medialocator and the content type returned by the proxy:
<content package-prefix>.media.datasink.protocol.<content-type>.Handler
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The process continues until an appropriate
Manager

DataSink

is located or the

has iterated through all of the content package-prefixes.

DataSource

Construction

Manager

construct

uses the same mechanism

MediaHandlers,

to

construct

DataSources

except that it generates the search list of

names from the list of installed protocol

For each protocol package-prefix,

that it uses

DataSource

to

class

package-prefixes.

Manager

adds to the search list a class

name of the form:

<protocol package-prefix>.media.protocol.<protocol>.DataSource

Manager

steps through each class in the list until it finds a

it can instantiate and

to

which it can attach the

MediaLocator.

DataSource

that

